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Abstract
Catastrophic rock avalanches involving large volumes of bedrock are primary drivers of
surface erosion in mountainous landscapes and pose a considerable threat to both human life
and infrastructure. These events typically involve > 106 m3 of material and show increased
mobility and long runouts compared to relatively small landslide events. Investigations of
these deep-seated, catastrophic events have previously been undertaken to explore the
relationships between mobility, volume, and physical properties of the rock mass. Several
processes are thought to play a significant role in the increased mobility, including
mechanical grain fragmentation, acoustic grain fragmentation, frictional melting, and mixing
between the rock avalanche and substrate. To further constrain the role of these processes,
this thesis will investigate the structural and deformation aspects of a rock avalanche deposit
located in South Westland, New Zealand.
The Cascade Rock Avalanche (CRA) was first identified as a large volume catastrophic rock
avalanche by Barth (2013), having initially been interpreted as glacial moraine in previous
studies. The CRA contains three main lithological groups: the Dun Mountain Ultramafic
Group, the Greenland Group, and the Brook Street Volcanic Group. The deposit consists of c.
0.75 km3 of material and was likely triggered by a rupture on the Alpine Fault c.660 A.D.
Observations from fieldwork presented in this thesis reveal characteristic rock avalanche
textures and facies that formed during transportation. These facies include a carapace, quasibedding defined by the alignment of blocky material. Typical textures that had formed
include fine-grained material in shear bands, jigsaw-style fractured clasts, liquefied material,
and survivor clasts. Shear bands within the Greenland Group are subvertical, while those in
the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group are shallowly dipping. The quasi-bedding planes in the
Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group are broadly parallel to the shear bands. These results
indicate that there may have been structural and lithological controls on the formation of the
shear bands and bedding surfaces during transportation of the rock avalanche.
Three samples were selected for quantitative grain size and shape analysis to establish
whether there were structural and lithological controls on grain fragmentation processes
during transportation. Two samples represent shear band material and the other sample
represents material from the body of the CRA. Results indicate that shear band material is
texturally more mature than body material. Both of the shear band samples have a smaller
mean grain size (5.39 µm and 6.13 µm) and higher fractal 3-dimensional (D), between 2.61
and 3.17) than the body material (mean grain size = 7.62 µm; D3D = 2.32 –3.27). The D
values are comparable to those found in tectonic fault rocks. However, the D values
established for both the shear band and body material are both above and below theoretical
models of fragmentation which indicates that multiple fragmentation processes have taken
place. Grain shape analysis provides evidence that grains within shear bands are more
circular and have fewer grain-boundary asperities than grains within the bulk avalanche
material. In conjunction with the field observations, the grain size and shape analyses indicate
that grain fragmentation played a significant role in transportation and mobility of the CRA,
likely contributing to the long runout of the material.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and
aims of research
The relationships between mass wasting events and surface topography are key to
understanding landscape evolution, especially in mountainous regions. Mass wasting events
can result in the failure and transportation of large volumes of terrigenous material, and can
account for a large proportion of terrigenous erosional output (Korup et al., 2007; D. Howarth
et al., 2012) Mass wasting events are particularly frequent in high altitude, steep and
seismically active areas (Korup et al., 2007). These events are diverse in their volumes,
transportation processes, and deposit morphologies. Each mass wasting event can be defined
by certain characteristics such as the primary mechanism of failure, water content, constituent
materials, and the shape and morphology of the resulting deposit (Blasio, 2011). The
triggering mechanisms of these events are also diverse. Failure is the consequence of the
resistant frictional force being overcome by the down-slope gravitational force (Blasio,
2011), along with the influence of many other slope stability factors. These slope stability
factors include debuttressing from deglaciation (Korup et al., 2007) (Fischer et al., 2012), the
rupture of a large magnitude earthquake causing ground shaking (Korup et al., 2007), high
rainfall (Korup, 2002), (Wen et al., 2004), and modification of the landscape by humans
(Barnard et al., 2001). Of particular concern are events that involve large volumes of material
and long runouts, especially in areas close to human settlements where the risk of fatalities
and damage to vital infrastructure is increased (Blasio, 2011). The effects of such events can
be felt economically for many years. Other major effects of larger mass wasting events
include disruption to ecosystems due to diversion of major river systems, or by the damming
and subsequent failure of the dam resulting in a sudden and large release of water (Korup,
2002). These effects show that large mass movements play an important role in landform
development, as well as posing a significant threat to human populations.
Rock avalanches are a specific category of mass wasting event that have been noted by
humans for centuries, as far back as the accounts of the Greek historian Polybio (201 – 120
B.C.). Polybio described the effects of a large rock avalanche on Hannibal’s army during
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transit across the European Alps in to Italy (Mahaney, 2016). Today, rock avalanches of
catastrophic size (> 1 x 106 m3) are of interest from a geo-hazard and scientific perspective
due to their large volume and high mobility.
Rock avalanches fit within the ‘complex falls’ category of landslides (Cruden and Varnes,
1996; Blasio, 2011). Their motion is typically described by an initial fall and subsequent
runout, during which the rock avalanche exhibits ‘fluid-like’ behaviour for lateral distances
of up to several km. The bulk avalanche material itself tends to remain somewhat coherent,
with internal structures such as dykes or primary bedding layers being preserved. There have
been many hypotheses and models postulated to account for the apparent reduction of
internal and basal friction, along with the morphological and structural characteristics of rock
avalanche deposits. These include: encapsulation of material during runout allowing for
lubrication of the material (Aaron and McDougall, 2019); internal and basal melting allowing
the lubrication of the basal plane and a reduction of friction (Weidinger et al., 2014), and;
fluidisation induced mechanically (Davies et al., 2020) or acoustically (Collins and Melosh,
2003).
The first investigation of a catastrophic rock avalanche was in 1881 in the Elm Rockslide,
which claimed 115 lives and buried a village in Switzerland (Buss. and Heim., 1881). Since
this event, extensive databases have been created to characterise resultant deposits (Korup et
al., 2007), and the mechanisms of failure and transportation have been extensively explored.
However, there remains a lack of understanding regarding the relationships between the
volume of material involved within catastrophic (<1 km3 of material) rock avalanches and
higher mobility compared to smaller events. This relationship was first noted by Heim (1932)
who established that there was an inverse correlation of apparent friction to volume for large
mass wasting events. This relationship was then further explored by Scheidegger (1973) and
Hsu (1975). Both of these studies established that larger-volume events displayed lower
angles of reach, H/L (H = vertical drop, L = runout distance).
The Cascade Rock Avalanche was first identified as a major rock avalanche by Barth (2013),
who suggested that it was triggered by an Alpine Fault rupture (Chapter 3). This thesis builds
on the work of Barth (2013) by presenting the results of fieldwork and microstructural
analysis aimed at characterising in detail the internal structures and microstructural
characteristics of the CRA. This includes grain size and shape information from the main
lithologies and structural settings, which are used to understand fracturing processes that
2

occurred during transportation. This work contributes to a more complete understanding of
transportation processes in long-runout catastrophic rock avalanches and also provides insight
into the deformation processes within an event sourced from serpentinite bedrock.
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Chapter 2: Catastrophic rock
avalanches in New Zealand
and worldwide
2.1 Worldwide distribution of catastrophic rock avalanche
Catastrophic rock avalanches are found all over Earth, but occur more frequently in deeply
incised valleys in areas of high relief, higher seismic activity, and high rainfall (Fischer et al.,
2012). Terrain that is typical of catastrophic slope failure includes active mountain belts and
volcanic settings (Korup et al., 2007).

Figure 2.1 A) Worldwide distribution of catastrophic land slope failure (V>108m3). B)
Topographic setting of giant landslides, grey bars are relative frequency and black dots
represent the local relief, C) Relationship between H and landslide volumes. (Korup et al.,
2007)
4

Within these environments, half of catastrophic slope failures are shown to occur within the
steepest 15% of the area (Figure 2.1C) (Korup et al., 2007). The geographical regions that
include particularly large numbers of catastrophic rock avalanches include the Himalaya, the
European Alps, the Andes, and the Southern Alps of NZ

2.2 Distribution of catastrophic rock avalanches within New Zealand
The landslide database created by GNS science (Rosser et al., 2017) shows landslide events
are widespread in New Zealand, as seen in Figure 2.2. These events are frequently the
translational sliding of loose soils (Rosser et al., 2017). This is as a result of deforestation
caused by an increased demand for farming and is predominately confined to the North Island
(Brown, 1991). Rock avalanche events of considerable size are found to occur frequently (20
events between 2005 – 2015) within the Southern Alps of the South Island (McSaveney et al.,
2015).
The Southern Alps consist of steep mountainous terrain and accommodate both a high rate of
rainfall and seismic activity. These factors make for an environment that is preconditioned for
large mass wasting events such as catastrophic rock avalanches. The tectonic setting of New
Zealand must also be considered as a significant influence. New Zealand straddles two
obliquely converging tectonic plates, reflected by the presence of the Alpine Fault which is
responsible for the uplift of the Southern Alps (J. Norris and Cooper, 2001). The central
Southern Alps accommodate the most rapid plate boundary movement with rates of up to 10
mm vertically (Little et al., 2005), (J. Norris and Cooper, 2001) and 39 mm horizontally (J.
Norris and Cooper, 2001), (Wallace et al., 2007). Using paleoseismic indicators it can be seen
the Alpine Fault has a recurrence interval of ~300 years (Howarth et al., 2018) and is capable
of producing great earthquakes (Mw ~8) (Sutherland et al., 2006).

5

Figure 2.2 Landslides recorded in the NZ landslide database (Rosser et al., 2017).
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There have been multiple studies on the occurrence of landslides located within the Southern
Alps (Whitehouse, 1983; Hovius et al., 1997; Korup, 2005; Allen et al., 2011). These studies
identify bedrock sliding as the primary erosional process within the Southern Alps.
(Whitehouse, 1983; Hovius et al., 1997; Korup, 2005; Allen et al., 2011). Allen et al. (2011)
show that large rock avalanches occur predominately within well-indurated sandstones and
mudstones/greywackes of the Torlesse Supergroup east of the Main Divide. Both Korup
(2005) and Allen et al. (2011) relate larger landslides to post-glacial landscapes and are likely
to reflect the seismic behaviour of the Alpine Fault. Allen et al. (2011) showed by separating
the Southern Alps into three different domains there is a structural control on rock avalanche
events (Figure 2.3A). This is evidenced by the dominant slope failure orientation being westnorthwest (Figure 2.3C). These events are observed to occur in steep, joint-bounded slopes
and occur both east and west of the main divide (Figure 2.3C). The information provided by
these datasets clearly show that catastrophic rock avalanches are a primary erosional process
within the Southern Alps and operate on a timescale that reflects the seismic behaviour of the
Alpine Fault.
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Figure 2.3 A) Simplified geological classification of the central Southern Alps showing the
distribution of landslides in relation to the western, axial and eastern domains, B) The
tectonic setting of NZ C) Distribution of slope failures as a function of slope aspect across the
three domains in A. (Allen et al., 2011).
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Catastrophic rock avalanches have also been documented within Fiordland, which contains
one of the largest rock avalanches on Earth: the Green Lake landslide with a volume > 1.4 x
1010 m3 (Figure 2.4) (Whitehouse, 1983; Hancox and Perrin, 2009). The bedrock in this area
is typically massive and strong, and also lacks structure such as jointing and bedding that
makes bedrock susceptible to failure (Hancox et al., 2003). This results in less frequent rock
avalanche events in this area of the Southern Alps. This is evidenced as after the Mw 7.2
Fiordland Earthquake of 2003 (the largest and most shallow earthquake in New Zealand in 35

Figure 2.4 Geological map of Fiordland displaying the physiographic features, the location
of the Green Lake Landslide and other very large postglacial landslides in the Fiordland area
(Hancox and Perrin, 2009).
9

years) there was extensive landslide events but no large volume rock avalanche events
observed (<1 x 106 m3 of material) (Hancox et al., 2003).
These studies show that if the Alpine Fault were to rupture, many large rock avalanche events
would probably occur in the Southern Alps. Previous research by Hancox et al. (2002a) has
shown that within New Zealand small slope failure is triggered by earthquakes of Mw 5,
while rock avalanches of catastrophic size (< 106 m3) are triggered by an earthquake of Mw 6.
The Alpine Fault can produce earthquakes greater than Mw 6. This risk would also be
heightened if the Alpine Fault were to rupture following significant rainfall. However, an
Alpine Fault rupture may not be necessary for the occurrence of a catastrophic rock
avalanche as the steep, damaged bedrock of the Southern Alps is already capable of
facilitating such an event (McSaveney et al., 2015).

2.3 Structural and morphological characteristics of catastrophic rock
avalanche deposits
The morphological and structural features of a catastrophic rock avalanche are determined
and influenced by the topography over which the material travels, and the presence of preexisting zones of weakness (e.g., faults or fault zones). Both morphological and structural
features arise during the transportation of the rock avalanche material, and some are
preserved in the resultant deposits. Catastrophic avalanches, depending on the environment
they occur in, are typically well preserved (Evans et al., 2007). This allows detailed field
investigations to take place that provide important insights into the morphological and
structural features of catastrophic rock avalanche deposits (Strom, 2006).
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2.3.1 Morphological features of catastrophic rock avalanche deposits
Despite the complexity of transportation processes, catastrophic rock avalanches typically
exhibit morphological and structural similarities in their deposits. However, the features
described are not necessarily present in every deposit, nor are they constrained specifically to
catastrophic rock avalanches. Morphological features that are common in catastrophic rock
avalanches include both transverse and longitudinal ridges, and a hummocky surface that
often contains ponds.
These features reflect kinematic changes during transport (Figure 2.5), and the interaction
between the landslide material and basal topography (Dufresne et al., 2016b; Wang et al.,
2018a). Longitudinal ridges form as a result of lateral velocity differences during radial
spreading, and typically form parallel to sub-parallel to the motion of transportation (Figure
2.5A) (Wang et al., 2018a). Transverse ridges will form sub-perpendicular to the direction of
transport as a result of local compression (Dufresne and Davies, 2009; Charrière et al., 2016)
. Hummocky terrain is related to the radial spreading of debris from the source point, with the
long axis of the hummocks orientated sub-perpendicular to the direction of transportation
(Figure 2.5B and C) (Dufresne and Davies, 2009; Dufresne et al., 2016b). In events where the
material is not obstructed during runout, the hummock size and number of hummocks will
generally decrease with distance (Yoshida et al., 2012; Paguican et al., 2014)

Figure 2.5 Formation of ridges or hummocks depending on the velocity distribution, vx =
velocity in flow direction, vz = velocity perpendicular to flow direction (Dufresne and Davies,
2009).
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2.3.2 Structural features of catastrophic rock avalanche deposits
Rock avalanches will commonly form similar internal structural features. These include the
formation of a blocky carapace, fractured body material with various facies formed during
transportation, and a highly fractured basal shear zone (Weidinger et al., 2014). The
preservation of original bedrock features such as bedding planes and dykes is also a common
characteristic (Dufresne et al., 2016a).
Overall, there is a trend of decreasing grainsize downwards through rock avalanche deposits.
With improvements in technology, methods to establish the Grain Size Distribution (GSD) of
rock avalanche material have developed, and show that there can be up to at least three main
facies present. Dunning and Armitage (2011) investigated five rock avalanche deposits and
established (despite not all deposits expressing distinct facies, nor a continuous inverse
grading trend) that generally there are several distinct facies. These include a carapace facies,
a body facies and basal facies.
Weidinger et al. (2014) synthesized field work undertaken on 19 rockslide deposits around
the world. From this compilation, a general stratigraphic column was constructed to describe
rock avalanche facies and internal structure (Figure 2.6). A typical catastrophic rock
avalanche deposit can be separated into three distinct facies – a carapace, body and basal
facies. The carapace facies consists of boulders and is typically between 100 m and 101 m
thick, with a tendency to thin with increasing distance from the source area (Figure 2.6).
Underlying the carapace is the body material that is characterised by matrix-supported
angular debris and jigsaw-fractured boulders (Figure 2.6). Located at the greatest
stratigraphic depth is the basal unit (Figure 2.6). This facies is typically made up of
pervasively fragmented grains of fine-sand to silt size grains (Figure 2.6). This facies can also
contain ‘phantom clasts’ these are clasts picked up by the rock avalanche material that retain
their original shape and have become internally crushed by impacts (Figure 2.6). If there is
frictional melt (frictionite in Figure 2.6) present within a deposit it is often within the basal
portion due to the immense pressure and stresses experienced during transportation. Within
these facies, shear planes exist that form during transport of the material (Figure 2.6). Up to
three types of shear plane can exist within the body and basal facies. Primary shear planes are
initiated during rockslide motion, whilst secondary planes are induced by contrasting internal
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shear properties, and tertiary planes (which are scarcer than primary or secondary planes)
form due to collision with topographical features.

Figure 2.6 Idealised stratigraphic column of a giant rockslide deposit based on field
observations and petrographic investigations (layers are not to scale and the arrow indicates
the flow direction): A) basement rock (ba-gr/gn) with frictionite-filled joints (fr-t). B) Shear
planes in pervasively fractured rockslide material: fr = frictionite with gas bubbles, br =
micro-breccias; s -p/-s/-t = primary, secondary, tertiary shear planes, mo + al = entrained
alluvial or glacigenic sediments (pb = phantom blocks, dashed arrow = direction of
entrainment) at the rockslide base; bf-m = basal facies mélange with underlying sediments
which may also contain phantom blocks; cb-d = convoluted bands of diamictic rockslide
mass. C–E) body material of rockslide (rs) with increasing intensity of fragmentation
downwards, separated by shear zones: LSZ = listric shear zone, SSZ = sub-parallel shear. F)
Boulder carapace with soil (sl).(Weidinger et al., 2014).
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Preservation of the source stratigraphy is also a common internal structural characteristic in
catastrophic rock avalanche deposits (Abdrakhmatov and Strom, 2006; Hewitt et al., 2008;
Dufresne et al., 2016b). This feature is often subtle and has only become apparent in more
recent studies that utilise remote sensing. For example, the Hope Slide deposit in Canada has
attracted multiple studies (Brock and McConnell, 1904; Cruden and Krahn, 1973; Cruden and
Hungr, 1986), but it was not until remote sensing was available that clear preservation of the
original folded stratigraphic sequence was recognized (Figure 2.7). This feature allows
insight into the kinematic behaviour of the material during transportation (Shugar et al., 2013;
Charrière et al., 2016).

Figure 2.7 Simplified sketch of the collapse mechanism (A–G) showing how the stratigraphic
sequence of the anticlines normal limb was preserved during transportation of the Hope Slide
material. (Charrière et al., 2016)
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Interactions with the topography, long runout, and intensive grain crushing appear to not
significantly effect this characteristic of catastrophic rock avalanches, as seen in in the
Tschirgant catastrophic rock avalanche deposit in Austria. Dufresne et al. (2016b) undertook
a detailed morphological study of the deposit, showing that during transport the catastrophic
rock avalanche was split into two lobes of accumulation by a ridge of bedrock. Despite this
interruption from surface topography, the original source stratigraphy was preserved, along
with the presence of kinematic indicators such as hummocks, longitudinal ridges, and
transverse ridges (Dufresne et al., 2016b). This feature of catastrophic rock avalanche
deposits shows that motion during transport must generally be laminar in order to preserve
the source stratigraphy (Hewitt et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2018a), and that much of the
translational motion occurs along within the basal shear zone.

2.4 Mechanisms of catastrophic rock avalanche transport
The mechanisms that operate during the transportation of catastrophic slope failures have
been explored since the 1960’s (Bagnold, 1966; Cruden and Krahn, 1973, 1978; Davies,
1982; Cruden and Hungr, 1986; Müller-Salzburg, 1987; Hewitt et al., 2008; Blasio, 2011;
Weidinger et al., 2014; Charrière et al., 2016; Dufresne et al., 2016b). The initial recognition
of the relationship between increased mobility and increased volume was based on plots of
volume to H/L ratios by Scheidegger (1973) and Hsu (1975). This relationship suggests that
there are processes occurring during transportation that allow a decrease in the internal
cohesion or friction of the material during transportation. There are multiple hypotheses for
the increased mobility that catastrophic rock avalanches exhibit. These hypotheses are
primarily theoretical and are difficult to test experimentally due to scale issues. The main
hypotheses and models for increased mobility in rock avalanches are described in the
following sub-sections (2.4.1 – 2.4.3).
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2.4.1 Grain fragmentation
This hypothesis was suggested by Davies et al. (1999). It was postulated that the
characteristic long run-out of rock avalanche deposits relates more to spreading of the
material, rather than translation from the centre of mass. This spreading is aided by rock
fragmentation processes resulting in an outwards diffusive force that is proportional to the
depth of the rock avalanche. Davies and McSaveney (2009) considered that the dispersal of
energy released by grains which undergo fragmentation attributes towards the characteristic
long run-out. In this study it was shown that shear localisation allows for stressed grains to
form a network of force chains (Figure 2.8). The existence of force chains means all grain
contacts are exposed to higher than average stresses and strain rates. A grain will fracture in a
‘force chain’ when it experiences stress equal to its failure strength (Figure 2.8). When a
grain fractures much of the work involved is converted into kinetic energy resulting in
‘explosive fragmentation’ and the grain will exert pressure on its surroundings

Figure 2.8 Conceptual image of how force chains accommodate stress before, during and
after fragmentation a) force chain that has assembled under shear, b) compressive force
increases and the chain accommodates some shear with the grains distorting elastically, c)
weakest grain develops cracks d) weakest grain fragments explosively, other grains have
recovered and exert an outwards-directed forces on the surroundings. (Davies and
McSaveney, 2009)
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Furthermore Davies and McSaveney (2012) showed that when the grains fragment during
confined granular flow, the energy released is radiated as acoustic emissions through the
material affecting grain-contact stresses. This acts to reduce the granular flows resistance to
shearing.
Grain fragmentation resulting in greater distance travelled by catastrophic rock avalanches is
countered by the argument that grain fragmentation is an energy consuming process (De
Blasio and Crosta, 2014). It is postulated that the mobility of the material is increased through
pressure changes associated with sudden topographical variations and with water, which
would create a lubricating fluid of non-Newtonian properties.

2.4.2 Acoustic fluidisation
The process of fluidisation by a strong acoustic field was proposed by Melosh (1979) to
establish an explanation for the transition of simple to complex craters on the Moon (the
recognition of these events occurring in an environment without air ruled out volatiles
playing a fundamental role in rock avalanche mobility). This hypothesis is based on high
pressure frequency vibrations counteracting the overburden pressure (Figure 2.9) (Collins and
Melosh, 2003). Initially the mass would not be fluidised, but the kinetic energy acquired from
the fall and the gravitational potential energy would enable the mass to be acoustically
fluidised (Figure 2.9C) (Melosh, 1979). This increases the avalanches mobility and as the
avalanche thins away the acoustic energy field decays through energy losses in the form of
dissipation and scattering (Figure 2.9C) (Collins and Melosh, 2003). This hypothesis
accounts for the preservation of the original stratigraphy as mobility is increased through
acoustic waves and for the smaller travel distances by events of less volume as the material is
not large enough to sustain a strong acoustic field (Melosh, 1979). However, this hypothesis
is limited by critical parameters not having yet been accurately constrained. These parameters
include the scattering diffusivity and dominant acoustic vibration wavelength (Collins and
Melosh, 2003).
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Figure 2.9 An example of a steady state solution to the acoustic fluidization equations for a
dry rock avalanche as defined by Collins and Melosh (2003). A) The modelled situation of a
dry rock avalanche moving over a stationary substrate, B) The vertical velocity profile
through the rock avalanche which displays a parabolic trend starting at zero at the base and
rising to a maximum at the surface, C) The acoustic energy field of the rock avalanche. The
acoustic energy is concentrated near the base, zero at the top and beneath the base of the
material. The drop of acoustic energy at the top of the material is as a result of a reduction in
shear stress, the abrupt drop at the bottom is as a result of the absence of the regeneration of
acoustic energy in the substrate.

2.4.3 Substrate mixing
The hypothesis of rock avalanches entraining material allowing for increased mobility was
first addressed by Buss. and Heim. (1881) in their report on the Elm Landslide. Since its
introduction, attempts have been made to make detailed and quantitative descriptions of this
process so that its effect on the mobility of rock avalanches can be understood. The
hypothetical mechanism of material entrainment is detailed by Hungr and Evans (2004). This
process is characterised by a rapidly moving mass of fragmented rocks colliding with loose,
saturated soil contained on a valley floor and apron. During collision the soil liquefies and its
strength is significantly reduced. The collision between the two materials results in one
portion of the liquefied soil to be pushed forwards and the other be overridden. The material
pushed forwards entrains new material as well as carrying fragmented material. The
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remaining material can then slide on a thin cushion of liquefied soil. The back analysis of 45
rock avalanche events (Figure 2.10) was conducted by Aaron and McDougall (2019). The
results of this study showed that for these events there was a volume-dependent resistant
parameter on the material within the source zone. However once the material had left the
source zone the characteristics of the path material dominated over the volume-dependent
mechanisms. This indicates that the role of the underlying substrate is an important
consideration regarding the mobility of large rock avalanche events.

Figure 2.10 Results of the 45 events that were back analysed by (Aaron and McDougall,
2019). The results display a strong relationship between the frictional coefficient and
substrate type. This shows that the influence of the substrate material played a significant role
in rock avalanche events analysed.
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2.5 Particle size distribution and fractal dimensions
The behaviour of rock fragmentation and the resultant particle size distribution was initially
investigated by the mining industry as mineral processing relies heavily on rock breakage
(Heywood, 1938). However, it has since been found that the particle size distribution of
materials resulting from geological processes can give insight into the grain processes acting
on the material during fragmentation (Blenkinsop, 1991).
The distribution of naturally and artificially fragmented rock can be described by Equation
2.1, where N is the number of measured objects, S, and D is the fractal dimension. D is
defined by the gradient of the best fit line on a log-log plot of N>S versus S (Figure 2.11).
(Equation 2.1)
𝑁(𝑆)~𝑆 −𝐷
Blenkinsop (1991) measured the fractal dimensions of fault rocks obtained from the Cajon
Pass drill hole, southern California. This study found that fault rocks that had experienced
greater fragmentation i.e. closer to the fault zone, had higher D values and a greater
proportion of fine particles. This indicates that the fractal dimension can be used as an
indication of the degree of comminution in tectonic fault zones and other settings in which
grain fragmentation has occurred to a great degree.
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Figure 2.11 Particle size distribution of grains within samples from the Cajon Pass drill hole
showing the range of measurements, fractal range, fractal dimension (D) and the upper and
lower fractal limits. (Blenkinsop, 1991)

2.6 Fragmentation processes
It has been proposed that there are at least three models that contribute towards particle
fragmentation and have corresponding fractal dimension values. These are: 1) the pillar of
strength mechanism proposed by Allègre et al. (1982); 2) constrained comminution (Sammis
et al., 1987) and 3) the plane of fragility model proposed by Turcotte (1986).
•

The pillar of strength mechanism predicts that rock failure occurs whenever adjacent
fragile domains of rock are arranged such that no pillars of sound material exist, this
results in D value = 2.84 (Allègre et al., 1982).

•

Constrained comminution is a model that assumes not all fragments have the same
probability of fracturing (Sammis et al., 1987). Fragmentation occurs when grains of
equal size are in contact with one another and a compressive stress is applied (Sammis
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et al., 1987). Fragmentation results in the formation of smaller grains which spreads
the compressive stress over a larger surface area (Sammis et al., 1987). This
mechanism results in a size distribution in which no two particles of the same size are
neighbours at any scale and a self-similar size distribution and a D ~ 2.50 (Sammis et
al., 1987).
•

The plane of fragility model by Turcotte (1986) considers that fragmentation of grains
will occur when fragile elements form an internal plane of weakness, predicting a D =
1.97

A D value exceeding 3.0 implies that there is no pore space available. At this degree of
comminution, it is inferred that particle abrasion is the dominant fragmentation process
occurring, producing a disproportionate amount of fine-grained material.

2.7 Fractal distributions in rock avalanches
The fractal dimension value has become a reliable value to compare the comminution of
fragmented material. The value can be used to infer the extent to which grains have
fragmented and the dominant fragmentation mechanisms. However, there have been few
fractal dimension studies conducted on material from rock avalanches, and there have been
no studies conducted on serpentinite in rock avalanches, which is the dominant material in
the CRA.
Crosta et al. (2007) investigated grain size data from the Val Pola Rock Avalanche, Italy. The
mean fractal dimensions were established for various regions in the deposit. These values
corresponded to 1.88 for the blocky carapace and 2.17 for the bulk deposit material. These
results showed that there is spatial variation of fragmentation processes which are active
during a catastrophic rock avalanche. Other D values established for deposits of rock
avalanches with a characteristic long run-out are displayed in Table 9.1. These have a large
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range between 2.0 and 2.6. This thesis will contribute important new data that will lead to a
better understanding of fracturing processes within catastrophic rock avalanches.

Figure 2.12 Histogram of the frequency of fractal dimension values computed for the Val
Pola rock avalanche study by Crosta et al. (2007) compared to other rock avalanche events
sourced from both non-volcanic and volcanic lithologies.

2.8 Grain shape analyses
Grain shape analyses have frequently been used in sedimentology to investigate the
provenance, transportation and depositional environments of sediments (Whalley, 1972).
Particle shape analysis is also used to investigate the mechanical behaviour of fault gouge.
Through 3D Discrete Element (DEM) simulations of fault gouge during shear Mair and Abe
(2009) and Mair and Abe (2011) found that comminution of fault gouge occurred through
two main processes - grain splitting or grain abrasion - depending if the normal stress was
high or low and if the simulated fault walls were rough or smooth. In the early stages of high
stress shear, comminution is dominated by grain splitting, whilst grain abrasion dominates
low stress shear and during later stages at all conditions. Each process resulted in two
different grain size distributions resulting in either a power law relationship (splitting) or a
bimodal distribution (abrasion). Grain abrasion was found to produce a large amount of fine
grains and rounded larger survivor fragments, which would likely affect the frictional
stability of gouge material (Mair and Abe, 2011). Recently, the shapes of grains within rock
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avalanches have been investigated (Wang et al., 2014; Perinotto et al., 2015; Luo et al.,
2019). These studies focus on the morphology of grains that are involved within rock
avalanches. It has been established that as the material is reduced in size, the number of
asperities on the grain surfaces decrease, and the grains become more circular. Perinotto et al.
(2015) established that rock-debris avalanche material may reach the grinding limit, up until
which micro fracturing is the dominant deformation mechanism (Figure 2.13 A). Once the
grinding limit is reached the dominant mechanism of grain size reduction becomes frictional
abrasion. However, these studies focus on a relatively small number of particles, without
considering their stratigraphic location within rock avalanches or in relation to the overall
grain size distribution.

Figure 2.13 Schematic models illustrating particle size, shape evolution, and transport
mechanisms during rockslide-debris avalanche motion by (Perinotto et al., 2015). A)
Steps of dynamic disintegration through collisional loading down to the grinding limit,
beyond this limit frictional abrasion occurs. B) Dilatancy of the granular mass through
the release of elastic energy by dynamic disintegration and also by frictional ﬂuidization
of the ﬁne-grained matrix. Both processes occur simultaneously, but progressively
decrease and increase with distance. C) The decrease in normal pressure of the material
due to particle interactions in the fine-grained matrix.
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2.9 Grain size and shape analysis through image analysis
Imaging software has been used extensively in studies on tectonic fault rocks to explore the
relationships between particle deformation and grain size and shape distributions
(Heilbronner and Keulen, 2006; Storti et al., 2007; Bjørk et al., 2009; Fondriest et al., 2012).
This involves using images of thin sections and/or photomicrographs of samples (Storti et al.,
2007; Bjørk et al., 2009) and then using an image analysis software package to analyse the
grains within the region of interest (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14 The steps of a shape analysis, (modified from Storti et al. (2007)) on a carbonate
cataclasite sample . A) Photomicrograph of the thin section. B) The corresponding binary
image (a binary image would also be used for size distributions). C) The results of the shape
analysis.
Since image analysis will only reveal the 2-dimensional characteristics of the particles,
multiple shape factors such as aspect ratio, solidity and circularity are used to ensure a
reliable analysis. These can be derived from the various 2-dimensional features of particles or
from the equivalent area ellipsoid (Figure 2.15). For grain size distributions the equivalent
area diameter is commonly used to represent the area (Brittain, 2001).
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Figure 2.15 The equivalent area circle (blue circle) of a grain (grey particle), A = area, P =
perimeter, Pequ = equivalent perimeter, dequ = equivalent diameter, requ = equivalent radius.
Using these attributes various shape descriptors can be derived. (Heilbronner and Barrett,
2013).
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Chapter 3: Background to the
Cascade Rock Avalanche
3.1 Introduction to the Cascade Rock Avalanche
The CRA deposit was initially identified as glacial debris by Turner (1930), who described
this portion of the Cascade River Valley as a large patch of bush-covered, hummocky glacial
moraine with many undrained lakelets and ponds. Subsequently, Barth (2013) provided
detailed insight in to the morphological features of the deposit, such as the orientation of the
ridges and lineations formed by the hummocky terrain, and re-interpreted the deposit as a
major catastrophic rock avalanche. The study by Barth (2013) also used remote sensing
imagery to trace the deposit material back to its original source location. However, the study
by Barth et al. (2013) focused on the overall topography and field-scale characteristics of the
deposit, but did not include information on the structural or microstructural features present
in deposit. The information in sections 3.2 and 3.3. below is summarized from Barth (2013).
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3.2 The location, morphology and geology of the Cascade Rock
Avalanche
The Cascade Rock avalanche is located on the south west coast of New Zealand (Figure 3.1).
The immense amount of material involved in the event has travelled for ~ 4800 m, having

Figure 3.1 A) Location of the Cascade Rock Avalanche with relative plate motions of the
Pacific and Australian Plates indicated by the arrows (mm / yr), AUS Australian Plate, PAC
Pacific Plate, S.Z. Subduction Zone. Other large landslides include, RT Round Top rock
avalanche, MW Mt. Wilburg rock avalanche, YR Young River landslide, JO John O’Groats
rock avalanche, Green Lake Landslide. (B) Features of the Cascade Valley area, C) the CRA
deposit marked by the black box. Modified from Barth (2013).
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fallen from 620 m above the valley floor. The point of failure is evidenced by the scarp on
Martyr Spur.
The coefficient of apparent friction which is derived from the H/L (pre-failure centre of
gravity/post-failure centre of gravity) ratio is found to be 0.129. This H/L ratio is like this of
other catastrophic rock avalanches which express a relationship between a decrease in
apparent friction and an increase in volume (Davies, 1982), Longitudinal ridges are
characteristic of the deposit morphology (Figure 3.2) and can be clearly seen — despite the

Figure 3.2 Morphological features of the CRA deposit and surrounding area
(Barth, 2013).
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deposit being heavily vegetated — radiating along the surface, this provides evidence of the
CRA being a single event.
These ridges spread out from the source of the debris at an angle of 75o. Each ridge is made
up of a cluster of hummocks. These hummocks decrease in size from the scarp with the distal
hummocks tending to lack a defined ridge and not being as elongate in shape as those in the
centre. The source of the material which makes up these ridges is found by tracing the long
axis of the ridges back to a common point. This shows that there are two distinct groups of
hummocks each with a different source. One group is located near to Smiths Ponds and
another group is found on the western side. The Smiths Ponds source is found to be near the
source scarp, whilst the other group is from near the pre-failure centre of gravity of the mass.
Drawing a trace between these two points reveals a fall line with an orientation of 315o which
places it near perpendicular to the locally 055o striking Alpine Fault (Figure 3.2). The deposit
of the CRA crosses the Cascade River close to where it changes course in the fashion of a
dramatic left bend and then proceeds to flow out into the Tasman Sea. The Cascade River
was likely dammed after the CRA was deposited, forming a lake of ~4.6 km2 (Figure 3.1B).
However, the forces of erosion have since removed evidence of this lake and carved a 5 km
long gorge through the debris (Figure 3.3). This gorge is on average 100 m wide and has a
maximum height of 60 m. Further fluvial modification is prevalent on the northern edge
which may be correlated to a previous outflow of the Cascade River before its migration to its
current day location that is further to the east.

Figure 3.3 Cross section of the CRA showing the main geological units involved - The
Greenland Group, the Brook Street Volcanic Group and the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group
(Barth, 2013)
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The cutting of the Cascade River through the deposit allows a cross sectional perspective of
the material to be seen. There are three main geological units which were involved with the
failure and deposition of the CRA. These include the Greenland Group, the Dun Mountain
Ultramafic Group and the Brook Street Volcanic Group (Figure 3.3). The units of each of
these groups within the deposit were found by Barth (2013) to vary mainly in terms of the
fracture density, asides from the Greenland Group of which no outcrops could be identified.
The Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group outside of the CRA is partly serpentized peridotites.
Large blocks (1–30 m) are surrounded by steeply dipping antigorite shear zones (1–10 m
wide) define a large-scale fabric (Figure 3.4A). Within the deposit the Dun Mountain
Ultramafic Group exhibits structures formed during transportation (Figure 3.4B). These
include rocks with a jigsaw type fracture texture (Figure 3.4C). The retention of lithologies
such as dykes and layering from the original lithology can also be observed.
An outcrop of the Brook Street Volcanic Group exists in the Martyr River, directly south of
the deposit, this is described in (Barth et al., 2013). The group is characterised by a mylonitic
fabric consisting of fine-grained chlorite-epidote and the occasional quartz inclusion. Within
the CRA, the Brook Street Volcanic Group has a higher density of fractures, but with little
disruption to the mylonitic fabric. This deformation is preferential in the chlorite-epidote
layers as they exhibit a higher density of fracturing.

Figure 3.4 Rock textures of the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group being compared from inside
and outside the deposit. A) Serpentinite outcrop outside of CRA deposit, B) Serpentinite
outcrop within CRA deposit, C) Close up of serpentinite outcrop in B, showcasing the
characteristic jigsaw fracturing. (Barth, 2013)
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3.3 Likely trigger for the Cascade Rock Avalanche
The failure of masses of considerable size (> 106 m3) such as the CRA are likely to be
triggered by an extreme rain or seismic event (Jibson et al., 2006; Korup et al., 2007). It has
been shown that shaking from earthquakes above M 7.5 in New Zealand are responsible for
many large mass wasting events (Hancox et al., 2003). These events contribute a large
proportion of material towards the overall erosional output (Howarth et al., 2014) e.g. the
Green Lake Landslide equates to 8,700 years of erosion (Korup, 2005).
The large size of the CRA deposit indicates it could be as a result of a rupture on the Alpine
Fault. This is because it is closest seismic source capable of producing an Mw > 7 earthquake
(De Pascale and Langridge, 2012) and that very large landslides (1–50 x 106 m3) have a
magnitude threshold > M6 (Hancox et al., 2002b). A. Vetrhus (2017) provides further
evidence of the Alpine Fault being the seismic source through establishing the critical
acceleration for the CRA (the threshold seismic acceleration which has to be exceeded to
induce failure). It was established a critical acceleration of 0.85 g would have been required
for the failure of the CRA material. This value of ground motion could only be produced by
either the Alpine Fault or the Puysegur subduction zone of which the latter is > 40 km away.
The proximity of the Alpine Fault to the CRA means it was likely the trigger for this event.
Evidence for the approximate age of the event - which also contributes towards evidence of a
likely Alpine Fault rupture - is provided through the rate of 27 mm/year for 50 meters of
dextral offset by the Alpine Fault, the dating of glacial material, the dating of a beech log
entrained in debris to c. 660 AD and the time required for beech forest to become established
on ultramafic and quartzose material. This constrains the event between c.300 and 2,000
years BP. Despite this large discrepancy, the date overlaps with one of the 22 ruptures (HK2)
investigated by Berryman et al. (2012) at Hokuri Creek which was dated to 642–727 AD.
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Chapter 4: Methodology
4.1 Primary field work and sample collection
To establish a comprehensive overview and characterise the structural and lithological
variation within the Cascade Rock Avalanche (CRA), extensive fieldwork was carried out
over two trips.
The first trip occurred from 5th – 8th of November 2018 and the second trip from 28th – 31st of
January 2019. Both fieldwork excursions followed heavy rain in the area, allowing for fresh
exposures of the rock-avalanche-related units. In total 7 days were spent in fine weather
carrying out observations and collecting samples. The deposit of the CRA is accessed by an
historic pack track off the Jackson River Bay Road.
The outcrops of the CRA deposit are predominately cliff faces that formed by erosion from
the Cascade River undercutting and destabilising the banks, over time forming a narrow
gorge. These cliffs are spread sporadically along the gorge, making the outcrops hard to
access as outcrops are commonly situated on opposing riverbanks. In these situations, packrafts were used to gain access to the outcrop.
Despite the difficult access, the exposures were fresh, allowing a detailed cross-sectional
display of structural features such as bedding planes, the sorting of grain sizes within the rock
avalanche, and zones of intensive shearing. Since outcrops occurred in groups, it was easiest
to categorise several outcrops in to one locality. For the two trips 9 localities were observed.
The CRA deposit is associated with three lithological groups: the Greenland Group, the
Brook Street Volcanic Group, and the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group. The Dun Mountain
Ultramafic Group outcrops most commonly in the CRA deposit, followed by the Brook Street
Volcanic Group and the Greenland Group which outcrops scarcely. The locations of the
localities are displayed in Figure 5.13. A total of 44 samples were transported back to
Dunedin with 6 samples being selected for further analysis under a scanning electron
microscope and 3 samples being selected for grain size and shape analysis in FIJI, which is a
version of the NIH image analysis software ImageJ. The 6 samples were cataclasite/gouge or
bulk rock and were selected due being appropriate for the scope of this project.
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4.2 Thin section preparation
Samples collected from the CRA were dried out. This ensured that the samples were suitable
for thin section construction. In total 7 thin sections were produced. Each sample was placed
on a hot plate for an hour to ensure there was no moisture in the near surface of the sample.
Epoxy glue was then applied to the surface to ensure the sample remained intact. After this
the samples were allowed to rest on the hot plate for 20 minutes before being removed and
placed in an oven and allowed to cement. Following the gluing of the samples the Petrology
Technician, Brent Pooley, processed the samples into 30 μm thick polished thin sections. The
thin sections produced were not aligned with structural features of the CRA deposit.

4.3 Selection of samples for further grain size and shape analysis
The 7 thin sections were initially observed under the optical microscope to identify the
general mineralogy and identify which samples would be suitable for grain size and shape
analysis. This allowed for a broad overview of each sample and a preliminary insight into the
mineralogy and textural characteristics of the samples. Three samples were then selected for
particle size and shape analysis. There thin sections were then scanned to obtain a digital
copy of the slide for reference when being examined under SEM. The samples were selected
based on their similarity to fault rocks such as cataclasite and gouge. The samples bearing the
best resemblance and the most suitable for image analysis were CR06 and CR10 from shear
bands in the Dun Mountain Ultramafic material at Locality 3 (Figure 5.13). The other sample,
CR24, was obtained from Locality 5 (Figure 5.13) where a zone of Dun Mountain Ultramafic
group material mixing was observed.

4.4 X-Ray Diffraction analysis
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was undertaken on the 3 samples selected for image
analysis as well as one sample of lithological identification. Due to the samples containing
very resistant and hard minerals a tumbler was used to grind them to a very fine material. The
samples were then packed into aluminium samples holders. XRD analysis was conducted on
a PANalytical X'Pert-Pro MPD PW3040/60 diffractometer with a Cu Kα source (λ =
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1.5406Å). Continuous scan data was collected at diffraction angles between 3° and 80° while
operating at 40 kV and 30 mA, with a step size of 0.008° and 4.03 seconds per step. Analysis
and data processing were then performed with X’Pert Highscore v4.0 software.

4.5 Scanning Electron Microscope analysis
To prepare the samples for SEM observations each thin section had a 10 μm thick carbon
coated applied, they were then placed in a slide holder. The SEM used was a Zeiss Sigma VP
FEG Scanning Electron Microscope. The beam was operated at 15 Kv, with an aperture of
120 µm and a working distance of 8.5 mm. A digital scan of the thin section was used to aid
navigation when moving around regions of interest. Backscatter Electron images (BSE) were
then collected at 100x, 400x, and 800x magnifications. The areas analysed covered an area
that allowed grain sizes across three orders of magnitude to be incorporated into the datasets
for each sample. The image collection software, Aztec© from Oxford Instruments was used
to collect the montages over the specified regions. The montages were collected with a 10%
overlap to allow for the creation of high-quality montaged images. At the 800x and 400x
magnifications the individual BSE images had a resolution of 2048 pixels by 1536 pixels. At
100x magnification the images at a resolution of 1375 pixels by 1212.5 pixels (Table 4.1).
The difference in the 100x resolution was because this magnification required only 1 image.
The images were then exported from Aztec© in 16-bit grayscale TIFF files. Each increase in
magnification was montaged initially on Aztec automatically to use as a reference for the
manual montaging in Photoshop. This montage created in Aztec was not used for image
analysis due to poor image alignment.
Table 4.1 The dimensions of the montages in the corresponding number of pixels, μm, scaling
factor and the minimum grain size detection for each magnification
Magnification Dimensions

Dimensions (μm)

Pixels/µm

Min grain
diameter (μm)

(pixels)
800x

1100 x 9700

1955.56 x 1724.44

5.625/1

1.78

400x

5500 x 4850

1955.56 x 1724.44

2.8125/1

25.23

100x

1375 x 1212.5

1955.56 x 1724.44

0.7031/1

112.84
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4.6 Image processing
Adobe Photoshop was used to montage the individual images together for each
magnification. This was step was done manually, initially a new document was created with
the corresponding pixel to micrometre ratio as the area contained at each site then the images
were imported into Adobe Photoshop in the order they were captured by Aztec using the
montaged image from Aztec as a guide. The manual process of montaging the images
eliminated any distortion in the resultant montage.
The images were then saved as a non-compressed grayscale TIFF file. Each montage was
then opened in ‘FIJI’ (Schindelin et al., 2012) – a version of the NIH program ‘ImageJ’
(Caroline et al., 2012): however, FIJI contains a wider range of already included plugins.
Also installed into FIJI was the plugin ‘MorphoLibJ’ created by the Institut Jean-Pierre
Bourgin (IJPB) and the Institut national de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA). MorphoLib J
contains functions used to process the montages before grain size and shape analysis.
Once the montage was opened in FIJI the scale was set through the command Analyse → Set
scale. The scale for each magnification was predetermined by opening a representative image
of each magnification and establishing the length of the scale bar set by Aztec© in pixels.
This was established prior to opening the montages in FIJI as the montages did not have a
scale bar attached. The command Process → Enhance contrast by saturating the pixels by
0.3% and equalizing the histogram to increase the contrast between the matrix and the grains
analysed.
The command Plugins → MorphoLibJ → Grey Scale Attribute Filtering was then used
‘clean’ the image by removing particles smaller than 100 pixels for each magnification.
The command Plugins → MorphoLibJ → Morphological Filter was used to carry out an
‘opening’ for each magnification at a radius of 1.5 pixels. This ‘erodes’ the pixels in the
image then ‘dilates’ the pixels. This removes bright structures smaller than 1.5 pixels,
allowing for the separation of particles which may appear to be conjoined after being
thresholded. The command Plugins → MorphoLibJ → ‘Fill holes (Binary/Gray) was selected
to fill the holes within particles which would otherwise be counted. The command Plugins →
MorphoLibJ → Kill Boarders was selected to remove any grains which were touching the
boarder of the image and would have resulted in obtaining inaccurate information about the
grain size/shape as the total area would not be able to be calculated. Further processing of the
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image was undertaken in the form of removing any grains that were not an accurate
representation of the grains in the original BSE montage. This workflow is presented in
Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 Workflow of processing a montage in FIJI.
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4.7 Particle size analysis
Once each montage had been processed the grains were analysed by using the command
Analyse → Analyse Particles. This measures the various size and shape factors of area,
circularity, aspect ratio and the solidity of each grain within the region of interest. Each
magnification covered a specific grain size range (Table 4.1) which avoided overlap across
magnifications. The results were then saved as a CSV file and processed in Microsoft Excel.
The results from each magnification of each sample were then opened in Microsoft Excel
where the equivalent radius (requ) and the equivalent diameter (dequ) of each particle were
calculated. The equivalent radius is the radius of a circle with the same cross-sectional area as
the grains analysed. The equivalent radius is calculated from the formula for a circle
(Equation 4.1).
Equation 4.1
2
𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟ⅇ𝑞𝑢

4.1
Where A is the area of the equivalent ellipse area and requ is the radius. This is Equation
then
rearranged for requ (Equation 4.2)
Equation 4.2
Equation 4.1
𝑟ⅇ𝑞𝑢 = √

𝐴
𝜋

Equation 4.2
Equation 4.1
The equivalent diameter is derived by multiplying the equivalent radii by 2 as illustrated in
Equation 4.3.
Equation 4.2
Equation4.3
4.1
Equation
𝑑ⅇ𝑞𝑢 = 2𝑟ⅇ𝑞𝑢 = 2√

𝐴
𝜋

Equation 4.2
Equation4.3
4.1
Equation

The equivalent diameter (Figure 2.15) is used as the measure of the size of grains as it is used
not only very commonly among the image analysis literature (Heilbronner and Barrett, 2013)
Equation 4.2
Equation4.3
4.1
Equation
(Merkus, 2009) (Bjørk et al., 2009), but also because it relates closely to the threedimensional size used within sedimentology for sieving techniques (Cui and Komar, 1984).
Equation 4.2
Equation4.3
4.1
Equation
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Equation 4.2
Equation 4.3

The grains were then arranged in order from smallest dequ to largest dequ before being
combined for each magnification. Each grain was then assigned a bin with its own dequ
representing that size allowing the cumulative number of grains (N) to be plotted against the
(dequ) on a Log (N) – Log (dequ) graph. Where the graph displayed a straight-line trend the
range of grains sizes were able to be described by the power law N ~ d-D where D represents
the fractal dimension. The fractal dimension represents the D2 (2 dimensional) fractal as it is
obtained from 2 dimensional thin sections of the sample. To convert the value to the more
commonly used 3D fractal dimension (D) the value of 1 is added to the D2 value (Sammis and
Biegel, 1989).

4.8 Particle shape analysis
The versatility of FIJI is exhibited by the range of analyses able to be performed within the
‘analyse particles’ function. While collecting information regarding particle size, data on the
shape of the particles was able to be collected too. Three different shape factors were
selected, the aspect ratio, circularity and the solidity of the grains. The data was imported into
Microsoft Excel following the particle analyses and the use of the ‘Data Analysis’ tool pack
was used for descriptive statistics of the raw data and the creation of the histograms. Scatter
plots were created in excel of the shape data against the equivalent grain diameter.

4.8.1 Aspect ratio
The aspect ratio is the ratio of the major and minor axis of the best fit ellipse (Equation 4.4).
This shape factor is sensitive to how ‘equant’ or elongated a particle is. A particle which has
equal sized dimensions will return a value of 1.

Equation 4.4
𝐴𝑅 =

𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑠
Equation 4.4

Equation 4.440

4.8.2 Circularity
The circularity is a measure of ‘roundness’ without taking account of local irregularities and
is expressed as a ratio between the area and the perimeter of the particle (Equation 4.5). The
closer the particle approaches to a value of 1, the more the particle will resemble a perfect
circle (Cox, 1927).
Equation 4.5
𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐 =

4𝜋𝐴
𝑝2
Equation 4.5

4.8.3 Solidity
Solidity is a measure of how dense a grain is and is sensitive to local irregularities of the
Equation 4.5
particle’s circumference. This factor is a relationship between the area of the particle and its
convex area (Equation 4.6). The convex area is the area contained within the convex hull
which is the best fit polygon around the particle. A particle with a solidity of 1 will have a
Equation 4.5
perfectly regular perimeter without asperities.
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

4.8.4 Test shapes

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

Equation 4.5
Equation 4.6

Equation 4.5
Figure 4.2

Test shapes
Test shapes are presented in Figure 4.2 to display how the various changes of a shapes
with
values4.5
of
Equation
perimeter will have on the values of the shape factors. Note that the ‘circle’ doesn’t
have a
Circularity
circularity value of 1.00 (presented here it has a value of 0.90), this is due to surface
(Circ), Aspect
roughness resulting from the shape being manually generated.
Ratio
(AR)4.5
Equation
and Solidity
(Solid).Equati
on 4.6

Figure 4.2
Test shapes
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with values of
Circularity

Figure 4.2 Test shapes with values of Circularity (Circ), Aspect Ratio (AR) and Solidity
(Solid). These values were collected prior the grain analysis to see how varying geometrical
characteristics affect the Circ, AR and Solid values.

4.8.5 Data processing
The information derived from FIJI was imported into Microsoft Excel. Scatter graphs were
made from the raw shape data of each sample. The Data Analysis tool pack was used to
derive the mean, median, maximum value, minimum value and the range of each samples
shape factor. Histograms were also produced through the Data Analysis tool pack to
investigate the distribution of the shape factor values.
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Chapter 5: Internal structure
and surface morphology of the
Cascade Rock Avalanche
5.1 Morphological features of the Cascade Rock Avalanche Deposit
The morphology of the CRA was best observed from outcrops at Locality 9 at an
approximate altitude of 180 m (Figure 5.13), which allowed for an excellent aerial
perspective of the avalanche deposit. From these heights the characteristic radial pattern
which formed during transportation, hummocky form, and well vegetated surface are evident
(Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 View of the CRA deposit from Locality 9. The morphological features such as the
radiating form, hummocky nature and longitudinal ridges can be observed.

Figure 5.2 Smiths Pond, one of the largest body of waters occupying the space between
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hummocks. The defined bush line on the edge of the lake was characteristic of these
ponds.Figure 5.1 View of the CRA deposit from Locality 9. The morphological features such

The altitude of the hummocks become evident when ascending and descending tens of
metres. The surface does not drain water well and ponds have formed within the depressions
between the low relief of the hummocks (Figure 5.2). The largest of these bodies of water are
Lake Hamer and Smith Ponds. These bodies of water had black silt around the peripheral
edges reflecting that the surface height has little variation

Figure 5.2 Smiths Pond, one of the largest body of waters occupying the space between
hummocks. The defined bush line on the edge of the lake was characteristic of these ponds
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5.2 Lithological units within the Cascade Rock Avalanche deposit
5.2.1 Brook Street Volcanic Group
The Brook Street Volcanic Group is primarily constrained to the western peripheral edge of
the Cascade Rock Avalanche deposit at Locality 2 (Figure 5.13). This lithology was only
noted in outcrop along the gorge. The mylonite exhibits fractures sub perpendicular to the
foliation (Figure 5.3). The mechanical deformation to which the mylonite was exposed to
during transportation, along with further weathering, has weakened the unit considerably.
This is shown by how easily portions of material can be broken off, exhibiting the unit’s lack
of structural integrity. The Brook Street Volcanic Goup was also found as float on the surface
of the deposit.

Figure 5.3 Outcrop of Brook Street Volcanic Group Mylonites. Fracturing of the material
(arrow) is perpendicular to the foliation (dashed line).
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5.2.2 Greenland Group
The Greenland Group was only noted to outcrop at Locality 1 and due to the weathered
nature, its chemical composition identified through XRD analysis revealing mineral phases of
quartz, muscovite and albite (Appendix 1). Locality 1 was located at the peripheral edge of
the deposit in the northern portion (Figure 5.13). The material at this locality was an intensely
sheared, matrix supported breccia (Figure 5.4). The breccia is comprised of angular blocks
which appear to have originated from fragmented boulders: no clasts larger than ~1 m were
present. The matrix of the breccia is characterised by an angular, coarse sand. The zones of
shear were of sub vertical orientation and containing gouge material with mud and sand sized
grains (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.4 Typical outcrop of Locality 1 showing characteristic grey brecciated material of
varying grain size, which is chaotically distribution, pervasively fractured and interrupted by
steep shear zones (dashed lines).
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5.2.3 Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group
The lithological unit of largest proportion involved with the CRA was the Dun Mountain
Ultramafic Group. This unit was characterised by a fine crystal size and a fibrous habit. Also
associated with the serpentinite were metasomatic rodingite dykes. This rock type was
apparent from its white colour and very fine crystalline structure. The extent of the Dun
Mountain Ultramafic Group in the deposit material was noted by being observed both as the
material outcropping with close proximity to the source material (Locality 9 Figure 5.13) and
as float found on the surface of the deposit near Smiths Ponds.

5.3 Rock avalanche facies and structural features within the Dun
Mountain Ultramafic Group
The Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group is sourced from bedrock forming Martyr Spur. This
lithological group comprises much of the material involved with the Cascade Rock
Avalanche. The source material would have initially been intact, cohesive bedrock; however,
most of the material has been deformed to varying degrees during transportation (Figure 5.5).
This varying degree of deformation has created several facies types within the deposit. It also
allowed for the collection of the orientations of structural features such as shear bands and
regions of bedding.
The Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group in the least deformed state is exhibited by several
outcrops where the unit appears almost intact with a characteristic blocky fragmentation
texture (Figure 5.4c). However, this is a rarity and often the unit is thoroughly fractured and
damaged. An outcrop at Locality 3 reveals that as transportation of the material occurs it
results in the serpentinite being fractured into boulder and cobble sized clasts. These are very
angular, with the fibrous nature of serpentinite being identifiable on the new surfaces formed
because of fracturing (Figure 5.5a).
Rodingite dykes which are sourced from the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group are often
preserved as survivor clasts without any signs of fracturing or deformation (Figure 5.5b).
However, both these boulders and the serpentinite boulders exhibit jigsaw type fracturing,
with the original boulders shape being retained but the internals being pervasively fractured.
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5.4 Facies and textural variations
5.4.1 Brecciated material
The brecciated material is formed from the fracturing and mechanical deformation of the
serpentinite. As the size of the serpentinite material is further reduced, it forms a clast
supported breccia, with 90% of the clasts between 10 cm to 50 cm. These clasts are angular
to sub-rounded and contain a matrix of sand sized serpentinite grains. Both the rodingite and
serpentinite rock types form brecciated material; however this is dominated by serpentinite,
as the rodingite appears to have better preservation. Often rodingite boulders were noted to
still be intact while surrounding serpentinite boulders exhibited pervasive fracturing. As the
grain size of the material decreases - as it does in some places which exhibit normal grading
such as regions which approach a shear band - the amount of matrix increases. This matrix
becomes progressively greyer in colour. This grey matrix material is observed to become
very pervasive throughout the brecciated material in a chaotic manner. The brecciated
material is noted to become further matrix supported at some outcrops. At Locality 9 the
lithology at this locality was defined by predominately dark green serpentinite angular clasts
along with white rodingite cobble sized clasts. There were several lozenges of serpentinite ~1
m long which had maintained their shape but had a jigsaw texture due to being broken into
individual blocks. This locality was observed to exhibited serpentinite material with a
primary texture of blocky serpentinite with finer material anastomosing through (Figure
5.5D).

The brecciated texture was also noted at Locality 6, an outcrop featuring a shear band of
serpentinite containing a rodingite dyke (Figure 5.6). The outcrop outside of the shear band
was dominated by poorly sorted, angular, green serpentinite along with medium boulders of
rodingite. As the distance towards the shear band decreases the clasts became increasingly
fragmented and the amount of the matrix of sand and mud sized grains increased. Within the
shear band the formation of a chaotic fault breccia is evident. The internal structure of the
shear band was characterised by randomly orientated, angular clasts of both rodingite and
serpentinite. A ~1 m boulder from a rodingite dyke was incorporated into the shear band and
had been fragmented into many smaller blocks, sand and mud sized grains infilled the space
between clasts. Also contained in the shear band were angular blocks of green serpentinite.
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The boundary of the shear band with the surrounding fractured material was sharp and well
defined. The fragmentation of the rodingite dykes and interactions with surrounding material
had resulted in a clast ~10 cm long having its top surface polished with striations present
(Figure 5.6). This surface resembled a slickenside, which forms on the surfaces of fault
planes within tectonic faults.

Figure 5.5 Various rock avalanche facies within the Dun Mountain Group within the body
material of the CRA A) Outcrop at Locality 2 exhibiting fresh fracture face of a serpentinite
clast. B) Outcrop from Locality 2 showing an internally fractured rodingite bolder
surrounded by finer material and angular clasts of serpentinite material. C) Outcrop from
Locality 6 showing Dun Mountain material in a coherent blocky nature. D) Material from the
Dun Mountain Group at Locality 9 exhibiting the original host rock shear texture.
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Figure 5.6 Polished rodingite clast within Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group shear band. The
arrows on the polished surface indicate orientation of lineations.
5.4.2 Gouge and cataclastic textures
Shear bands where intense deformation had occurred displayed a decrease in grain size and
increase of the matrix component as the distance decreased towards the centres of the band.
These shear bands were often associated with cataclastic and gouge material (Figure 5.7).
The serpentinite grains within the cataclasite are angular and ranged from mm to cm in size.
The serpentinite was dark green in colour and the fibrous habit of the serpentinite group
minerals was evident. Both the gouge and cataclasite involve the presence of a white/grey
very fine-grained matrix, likely to be from the metasomatic rodingite dykes or from the
serpentinite clasts. During transportation of the rock avalanche material the grain size within
the shear bands had been reduced in size to clay sized grains. The clayey-gouge material was
observed to be often saturated with water, more so than the surrounded regions of fragmented
serpentinite indicating the porosity of the material within the zones of shear was contrasting
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Figure 5.7 Shear band within the Dun Mountain material at locality 3 which is associated
with the gouge and cataclasite material. The boundary between the two rock types is well
defined (red dashed line).

to that of the cataclasite. The most significant shear zone was observed at Locality 5 (Figure
5.8). The extent of this shear band was observed to be ~3 m long and ~ 0.5 m thick. The
serpentinite surrounding this region of deformation was intensely fractured and very angular,
forming a breccia. Unlike other shear band outcrops observed in the CRA deposit, the
material was well consolidated and hard to break apart. As the distance decreased towards the
zone of shear, the clasts become more rounded and reduced in size. The percentage of grey
matrix present also increased to around 80% in the centre as the grain size reduced. Grains of
similar sizes developed similar orientations in the zone of intense shearing, this defined a
weak foliation with material forming a cataclastic texture.
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At the bottom of this shear zone was a discrete boundary with angular clasts of serpentinite.
The boundary showed serpentinite clasts being entrained into the grey gouge cataclastic
material. It is likely this unit provides the clasts which make up the several pods of angular
serpentinite clasts in the shear band. Clasts of serpentinite which have been entrained in the
shear band have obstructed the flow of the grey cataclastic material, as the gouge material has
been forced to travel around the angular clasts.

Figure 5.8 The significant shear band at locality 5. A) General view of the shear band
depicting the brecciated material above and the angular serpentinite below. Sp = serpentinite
band. Between these two units lies the shear band which consists of gouge and cataclasite
material, B) The boundary between the body of the shear band and the underlying
serpentinite C) A closer view of the shear band depicting how serpentinite clasts have
obstructed flow causing the gouge material to move, grains that were likely entrained from
the underlying serpentinite clasts have been circled, showing this unit is likely the source of
the serpentinite clasts in A.
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5.4.3 Vertical stratification
Locality 4 allowed for great insight into the vertical stratification of the Cascade Rock
Avalanche deposit (Figure 5.9). The basal contact with the original strata was not able to be
observed. This cliff defines a large-scale longitudinal ridge which is visible in satellite
imagery. The CRA deposit, like other rock avalanches exhibits general reverse grading with
the grain size decreasing downwards. The upper ~7 m of the succession is characterised by a
blocky carapace, defined by large boulders, below the carapace is the main body of the
deposit. The main body, which was observable for ~13 m is made up of pervasively fractured
serpentinite with lozenges of jigsaw fractured rodingite. The fractured serpentinite is poorly
sorted and ranges in size from small, angular boulders to a fine sand. The fractured
serpentinite which makes up most of the deposits body material is not well consolidated. The
main body of the deposit displays quasi stratification, which is defined by grain size and
lighter coloured grains, survivor clasts are distributed randomly within the outcrop,
identifiable by lacking a fracturing texture. The cliff outcrop also identifies how pervasive the

Figure 5.9 Cliff outcrop at Locality 4 showing the internal structure of the CRA with the
defined blocky carapace and the main body of the rock avalanche. Cp = carapace, Bp =
Banded material, Jz = Jigsaw fractured clasts, Sc = Survivor clast, Sb = serpentinite body
material, Sz = Shear zone.
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shear bands are, interrupting the material in the lower half of the cliff. The same cataclasite
and gouge material as found in Locality 3 and 5 outcrops is present at these zones of
shearing. A green precipitate is also present over some portions of the serpentinite material,
often marking regions of shearing.

5.4.4 Quasi-bedding planes
Banded material planes within the CRA deposit defining quasi-bedding were observed at
several localities and are a common characteristic of other rock avalanches deposits (Strom
and Abdrakhmatov, 2018). However, within the Cascade Rock Avalanche they were
commonly discrete and not continuous for more than 2-3 metres. At the highest point reached
on the rock avalanche of 180 m of elevation at Locality 9, banded material planes were
continuous for 10’s of metres and very well defined (Figure 5.10). These banded material
planes were situated just below the deposits carapace and were ~ 1 m thick. Internally they
were characterised by either serpentinite or rodingite. These clasts were angular, and cobble
sized with smaller grains of gravel and sand of both serpentinite and rodingite in between
clasts.

Figure 5.10 Banded material planes at Locality 9 defined by layers of fractured rodingite and
serpentinite below the rock avalanche carapace. Cp = carapace, Bp = Banded material
plane, Mb = main rock avalanche body.
5.10 Banded material planes at Locality 9 defined by layers of fractured rodingite and
serpentinite below the rock avalanche carapace. Cp = carapace, Bp = Banded material
plane, Mb = main rock avalanche body.
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5.4.5 Observed internal mixing
Locality 5 contained a zone of mixing within a steep gully (Figure 5.11). It can be observed
from this outcrop that the avalanche body material of the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group
contained evidence of mixing between pervasively fractured serpentinite and brown liquefied
material also belonging to the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group. The brown material
consisted of a coarse-grained sand with a minor mud component. The serpentinite consisted
of large angular clasts along with a sand and mud component. The brown material is
homogenous in texture and has an observable main body with dimensions of ~ .3 m x ~ .4 m
with multiple lobes protruding into the serpentinite material. The extent of how far the brown
unit had travelled into the serpentinite material was unable to be determined. This was due to
serpentinite material which had been eroded from above the gully and covering a portion of
the brown unit. The brown material and the serpentinite appear to have undergone mixing.
Indications of these two units mixing are injection protrusions extending from either unit
along the boundary of contact and the contact between the two units, where it can be
observed is undulating (Figure 5.12). The protrusions of the serpentinite are initially wider at
the base, then become extended before ending with a rounded tip. The protrusions of the
brown mud material are scarcer than the serpentinite sourced projectiles along the boundary.
The serpentinite protrusions contain coarse, angular sand sized grains in a grey, mud size
matrix. Larger grains are accumulated near the entry of the protrusions and the direction in
which the liquefied material flowed is identifiable by the alignment of larger serpentinite
grains. The brown material protrusions are larger and more ovular in shape with a lack of
accumulated material at the base. This means the direction the source material was being
protruded is evident.
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Figure 5.11 Zone of mixing within the serpentinite body material. Arrows indication
injection protrusions. Sp = Dun Mountain Ultramafic fractured serpentinite, B =
Liquefied Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group brown mud/sand material.
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Figure 5.12 Injection veins of fractured serpentinite material into brown Dun Mountain
material. Arrows indicate orientation of particles entering protrusions.

5.5 Orientations of shear bands and regions of bedded material
5.5.1 Shear bands within brecciated Greenland Group material
The outcrops at Locality 1 contained pervasively fractured breccia from the Greenland Group
which was interrupted by sub vertical shear zones. These shear bands were very narrow,
chaotically arranged and crosscut one another. Their sub-vertical, cross cutting nature is
portrayed by the L1 Stereonet in Figure 5.13.

5.5.2 Mylonite Structural data
The mylonite outcropping at Locality 2 was characterised by a moderate foliation, also at this
outcrop area there was a near vertical shear band. Orientations of both these features were
taken at Locality 1, the foliation has average dip of 52° also to the south east while the shear
band had a strike of 190 and dipped vertically (Figure 5.13 L3 Stereonet).
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5.5.3 Structural orientations of the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group
shear bands

Within the body material of the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group shear bands where intense
grain deformation had occurred were identified. The orientations of these shear bands were
recorded and plotted in Figure 5.13 L3-L9 Stereonets When the orientations of the strike and
dip of each shear band are plotted on a single Stereonet there is an overall trend of the shear
bands dipping moderately between 0 and 40 with no apparent preferential dip direction
(Figure 9.1).

5.5.4 Quasi-bedding orientations
Quasi-bedding planes despite being observed in many outcrops, were often high in the
stratigraphic column making measurements hard to obtain. These banded material planes
were often only continuous for several meters, defining quasi stratification at outcrops. The
preservation of these banded material planes was best in vertical cliff faces resulting from
erosion by the Cascade River. Two locations allowed for measurement (Figure 5.13),
Locality 8 and Locality 9. Locality 8 is contained on the distal southern edge of the deposit,
whilst Locality 9 is located on recent failure on the deposit, approximately 800 m away from
the source material. The Stereonets (Figure 5.13 L8, L9 Stereonets) show that the quasibedding planes are shallowly dipping with no apparent preferential dip direction. This shows
that internal location of the debris during transportation may not influence the orientation of
the banded material planes. The layering that forms may facilitate selective grain size
reduction processes allowing for the observed pulverisation of the body material. It was noted
that the blocky, quasi-bedding was confined to the upper portion of Dun Mountain body
material towards the carapace while the shear bands increase in frequency and thickness with
stratigraphic depth of the CRA deposit. This suggests that the strain during transportation
increased towards the basal section, increasing the intensity of deformation.
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Figure 5.13 Map of the Cascade Rock Avalanche deposit displaying surface morphological features, orientations of quasi-bedding and shear

.bands, morphological features of Martyr Spur and there and the orientations of the Dun Mountain shear bands (Stereonets L3-L9), Dun

Mountain quasi-bedding (Stereonets L8-L9), the Greenland Group shear band (Stereonets L1) and the Brook Street mylonite foliation
orientation (L2)
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Chapter 6: Petrological and
microstructural observations of
samples CR06, CR10 and
CR24 the Cascade Rock
Avalanche
6.1 Petrology and microstructure observations
6.1.1 Sample CR06
This sample was obtained from a portion of rodingite metasomatic dyke within a shear band
in the body material from Locality 3 (Figure 6.1). The grain size decreased rapidly towards
the band of shearing and changed from a dark green to a dark grey colour. The mineralogy as
defined by XRD analysis (appendix) and Electron Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) is
dominated by tremolite with inclusions of magnetite and iron chromium oxides (Figure 6.2).
The matrix of this sample is characterised by a chaotic assortment of pervasively fragmented
tremolite grains. The larger ~500 µm sized tremolite grains can be observed to contain the
‘bright’ oxide inclusions (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.1 The source of sample CR06. Red box indicates sample area. Camera
lens = 5cm.

These inclusions are remnants from the original bedrock and are rarely seen as individual
grains. The range of grain sizes within CR06 that are observable under high magnifications is
in the order of three magnitudes, ranging between 500 µm to 1 μm, with a large proportion of
micro particles between 1 and 100 µm in size. Fracturing occurs randomly in the larger
tremolite grains resulting in the surrounding space becoming infilled with new particles
(Figure 6.3). The original grains are initially sub-angular before deformation, increased
fracturing results in a reduction of size and angularity. The resultant grains are then further
reduced in size becoming elongated and needle like in form. These grains are often orientated
preferentially along the major axis. Also formed are sub rounded to rounded grains (Figure
6.4). The evolution of the two resultant grain shapes suggests there is a mineralogical control
on the resultant shape of the grains forming. The continued fracturing of grains results in a
very fine matrix of grains on the scale of 10’s of micrometres. Cutting through the larger
grains are ~ 500 µm thick bands of grains between 1 – 5 µm in size (Figure 6.5). These grains
can be seen to be sourced from the surrounding area as groups of grains can be seen to be
fragmenting off the original grains. Within the bands of finer grains groups of grains have
their major axis aligned preferentially (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.2 EDS point analysis of grains in CR06 identifying tremolite (Spectrum 1, 2, 3, 4)
and iron chromite oxide (Spectrum 5, 6).
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Figure 6.3 BSE image of the texture of CR06. Large tremolite grains that contain iron
chromium oxide inclusions are fractured into smaller sizes through micro fractures, these
grains continue to fracture through both micro fracturing and increase grain to grain
interactions then form the matrix of the sample.

Figure 6.4 BSE image of circular (white dashes) and elongated (yellow dashes) tremolite
grains formed from grain fracturing processes in CR06.
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Figure 6.5 BSE image of a thick band of smaller preferentially aligned tremolite grains
derived from surrounding grains within CR06. Yellow lines indicate long axis orientation.

6.1.2 Sample CR10
Sample CR10 was obtained from the same locality as CR06, but from a different outcrop
(Figure 6.6). The shear band of CR10 was like that of CR06, containing cataclasite type
material. However, this outcrop was continuous for ~ 4 m compared to the discrete ~1m zone
of shearing from the outcrop where CR06 was obtained. The characteristics of the shear band
were much like that of CR06, displaying a general decrease of grain size towards the
formation of the cataclasite material. In conjunction with the decrease of grain size there was
a colour gradation from dark green to dark grey of the rock avalanche material.
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Figure 6.6 Source of sample CR10 in red box. Lens cap is 5 cm in diameter.

XRD, EDS and optical microscopy identified the dominant mineralogy as tremolite with
chrysotile, diopside and antigorite present. SEM microscopy shows that the grains in CR10
are generally organised in a chaotic, densely packed state without a preferred orientation
(Figure 6.7). The original host rock has been obliterated resulting in the formation of
micrometre sized, sub angular to rounded grains. The sample exhibits a deformation style of
mechanical fracturing, as a result of grains crushing and impacting into one another. Large
tremolite grains tend to range from sub angular to angular. As the tremolite material
decreases in size below 100 μm many grains are observed to become either further rounded
or elongated. Many of the resultant grains retain the host rocks bladed texture, formed due to
the overgrowth of needle-like tremolite over serpentinite. The intergrowth pattern appears to
be a source of grains for the matrix, as fractures exploit the planes of new mineral growth
(Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.7 BSE image of the general texture of sample CR10 showing the formation of
textures in tremolite grains, remnant serpentinite texture and the formation of elongated and
rounded tremolite grains.

Higher magnifications of pervasively fractured tremolite grains reveal that the fracturing of
tremolite grains smaller than ~250 μm occurs predominately along the cleavage planes,
resulting in the grains exhibiting a ‘splitting’ type of fracturing. This form of fracturing
doesn’t result from the impaction with another grains, but rather grains appear as though they
have been ‘plucked’ apart. The prominent elongation form of the grains smaller than ~100
μm are derived from this type of fracturing of larger grains. Resultant tremolite grains repeat
this again, forming many grains >10µm (Figure 6.8). The micro fragments of tremolite have a
elongated form and have only minor imperfections in their circumfrances.The fracturing
processes results in the formation of the matrix of CR10, with a significant portion made up
by grains smaller than 10 μm, estimated to be around 10%. Tremolite grains at this scale,
appear in a variety forms, but are commonly angular and elongated (Figure 6.9), with one
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axis longer than the other in 2 dimensions. The sorting of this matrix is chaotic with no
preferred orientation of grains

Figure 6.8 BSE image of a ~50 μm wide tremolite grain into fracturing into individual
fragments. Original grain boundary depicted by red dashed lines; into new fragments
depicted by yellow dashed lines

Figure 6.9 BSE image of the typical form of the very fine matrix that is produced by the
intense fracturing of tremolite grains.
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6.1.3 Sample CR24
Sample CR24 was obtained from Locality 4 where two different material types derived from
the Dun Mountain Group had interacted. Both units were observed to have mm scale
protrusions along their boundary (Figure 6.10). CR24 represents the general body material of
the CRA deposit, as well as a zone of interaction between two distinct materials. Optical
microscopy, XRD and SEM analysis allow CR24 to be defined by the mineralogy of the Dun
Mountain Ultramafic group. The two dominant mineral types are phlogopite, tremolite and

Figure 6.10 Source of CR24 as indicated by red box, lens cap is 5 cm in diameter.
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diopside with smaller amounts of, sphene and chromite rich inclusions. The matrix of this
sample is defined by crush grains of phlogopite (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.11 BSE image with EDS spectra points with the corresponding elemental
distribution values.

The larger, <250 μm moderately rounded to rounded tremolite and diopside grains tend to
remain intact but with varying degrees of internal deformation. These grains unlike those in
CR06 aren’t distributed with a preferential orientation, instead they are randomly orientation
amongst the finer matrix (Figure 6.11).The tremolite and diopside grains don’t exhibit the
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same deformation style as displayed by the tremolite grains in CR06 and CR10. Instead they
appear to be reduced in size by grain to grain impaction, with many grains having an
internally ‘exploded’ appearance, while retaining their original grain shape.
Infilling these large, rounded clasts is a fine matrix dominated by platy pholgopite. The grains
of the matrix have not undergone the grain size reduction process as seen in CR10 (Figure
6.8, 6.9) through the fracturing along cleavage planes. Within this matrix there is a very small
amount of grains originating from the larger tremolite and diopside grains.

Figure 6.12 BSE image exhibiting the platy form of phlogopite which defines the matrix of
CR24 and the fine diopside and tremolite grains which can be found amongst the matrix.
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6.2 Summary of microstructures of CR06, CR10 and CR24 from the
Cascade Rock Avalanche Deposit
Each of the three samples obtained from the CRA deposit can be observed to contain varying
mineralogy, microstructures and deformation styles. All samples contain material sourced
from the Dun Mountain Ultramafic group, with tremolite being the dominant mineralogy in
CR06 and CR10. CR24 has a greater diversity within its mineralogy, most notably that it is
defined by a fine tremolite matrix. Each sample can be observed to contain grains across
three orders of magnitude (1 μm – 1000 μm). Large grains are pervasively fractured, and
these are fragmented further to form a very fine matrix consisting of grains on the micrometer
scale which form through chipping and abrasion of larger grains.
Both CR06 and CR10 are sourced from the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group, however the
two samples have differing characteristics. CR06 contains thin bands of elongated tremolite
grains whilst CR10 contains a chaotic assortment of angular tremolite which like CR06,
fragment down to micrometre sized clasts but lack any preferred orientation.
CR24 is derived from the body material and is also characterised by the Dun Mountain
Ultramafic group. The sample is characterised by large rounded tremolite and diopside grains
fracturing due to grain to grain interactions, the matrix is dominated by platy phologpite. This
sample indicates contrasting grain size reduction processes due to a lack of preferential
orientation of the grains.
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Chapter 7: Particle size
distributions of samples CR06,
CR10 and CR24 from the
Cascade Rock Avalanche
7.1 Introduction to particle size distributions of samples
Following the SEM observations CR06, CR10 and CR24 underwent Particle Size
Distribution (PSD) analysis to investigate the mean size, range of grain sizes and whether the
grain size distribution could be described by a fractal relationship (Tables 7.1). The objective
of this was to establish if there are similar fracturing processes in tectonic faults and to
compare to other rock avalanches sourced from different lithologies.
Table 7.1 Grain size range, upper and lower D2 and D3 values of CR06, CR10 and CR24
Sample

Grain size range (μm)

D2

D

CR06

137.13

1.97

2.97

CR10 lower

8.33

1.61

2.61

CR10 upper

85.96

2.17

3.17

CR24 lower

26.52

1.32

2.32

CR24 upper

78.90

2.27

3.27
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7.2 CR06 Grain size distribution
Sample CR06 has a total of 23937 grains ranging from 2.53 µm to 688.21 µm in equivalent
diameter, with a mean of 5.39 µm (Table 7.2). The histogram of the grain size distribution is
negatively skewed, with more than 50% of the grains being smaller than 4.25 µm (Figure
7.1). The distribution of CR06 shows it is incomplete at both scales of grain size (Figure 7.2).
At the lower limit of the smaller grains ~2.6 µm to 2.5 µm, this is evidenced by the trend of
the graph having a shallower gradient from under sampling of grain sizes at the lower limit of
the minimum grain size set to be detected during analysis. At the higher limit of grain sizes,
from ~150 µm to 688.21 µm there is an increasing amount of scatter of the data. This shows
that the size of the area results in a lesser amount of large sized grains being detected.
Between these two regions the sample is well described by a fractal distribution which covers
~2.5 orders of magnitude (Figure 7.2), the strength of this trend has a R2 value of 0.99. This
sample has a D2 value of 1.99 and a D value of 2.99. (Table 7.1). There is a minor inflection
point along the gradient where the grain size reaches 48.4 μm, indicating that there may be a
change to the grain size reduction processes active during transportation of the CRA.

Figure 7.1 Histogram of grain size distribution in CR06, the orange line depicts the
cumulative percentage.
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Figure 7.2 Grain size distribution of Sample CR06. The graph shows the number of clasts, N,
larger than diameter, Deq. The gradient of the trend line represents the 2D fractal dimension.
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7.3 CR10 Grain size distribution
Sample CR10 has a total of 23616 grains ranging between 2.53 µm and 341.29 µm in
equivalent diameter with a mean of 6.13 µm. The histogram of the grains within sample
CR10 is negatively skewed, with more than 50% of the grains being smaller than 4.25 µm
(Figure 7.3). The distribution of CR10 is incomplete at both upper and lower limits (Figure
7.4). From a grain size of ~3 µm towards the lower limit, the gradient becomes shallower as it
approaches the minimum grain size of 2.5 μm. This is because of under sampling of grains in
this grain size range. At the higher limit, grains larger than ~100 µm the data set is shown to
be incomplete by the scattering of data beyond this grain size. This shows the sample area
doesn’t allow for full encapsulation of large grains. The grain size distribution also has an
inflection point at ~11 µm, this means that the fractal distribution of sample CR10 is best
described by two trend lines resulting in D2 and D values for grain sizes between 3 µm to 11
µm and 11 µm to 100 µm. The D2 value of the lower fractal segment is 1.61 corresponding to
a D value of 2.61. The upper fractal distribution has a D2 value of 2.16 and a corresponding D
value of 3.16. Both these trends are shown to fit well with R2 values of 1.00.

Figure 7.3 Histogram of grain size distribution in CR10, the orange line depicts the
cumulative percentage.
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Figure 7.4 Grain size distribution of Sample CR10. The graph shows the number of clasts, N,
larger than diameter, Deq. The gradient of the trend line represents the 2D fractal dimension.
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7.4 CR24 Grain size distribution
Sample CR24 has a total of 7441 grains ranging from 2.53 µm to 186.36 µm with a mean
equivalent diameter of 7.62 µm. The histogram of grain sizes in CR24 is negatively skewed
with ~50% of the grains smaller than 4.5 µm (Figure 7.5). The distribution of grains within
CR24 shows that it is incomplete towards the higher end of the grain size limit. This is
evidenced by an increased in scatter of grains from ~107 µm to 186.36 µm due to the area
analysed not contain large grains. The distribution of the grain size is best described by two
fractal distributions, one between 2.5 µm and ~28 µm and another from ~ 28 µm to ~107 µm.
The gradient of the trend line for lower fractal distribution returns a D2 value of 1.32, a D
value of 2.32, its strength is shown by an R2 value of 1.00 (Figure 7.6). The gradient of the
upper fractal distribution returns a D2 value of 2.27 and a D value of 3.27 with the strength of
the relation shown by a R2 value of 0.98. The different PSD value for the grains in CR24 can
be attributed to a smaller number of grains analysis due to their platy texture in the region of
interest, particularly those less than 15 µm. This is because the matrix of the sample was
removed in the region of interest due to the matrix’s platy nature being unsuitable for grain
analysis.

Figure 7.5 Histogram of CR24 grain sizes, orange line depicts cumulative frequency.
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Figure 7.6 Grain size distribution of Sample CR24. The graph shows the number of clasts, N,
larger than diameter, Deq. The gradient of the trend line represents the 2D fractal dimension.
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7.5 Summary of CR06, CR10, CR24 grain size distribution and
fractal Values
7.5.1 Grain size distribution of samples CR06, CR10, CR24
Both the shear band samples from the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group (CR06, CR10) have
higher grain counts and smaller mean grain sizes than the body material sample (CR24) of
the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group. The grain size distributions of all three samples are
skewed towards the minimum grain size (Figure 7.7), with only a very small amount of larger
grains. CR06, CR10, CR24 all show variation in their grain size distributions. Sample CR06
had the greatest grain count with the lowest mean diameter of 5.39 µm, followed by CR10
with 6.13 µm, and then CR24 of 7.62 µm (Table 7.2). All three samples consistently display
a negatively skewed histogram, with 50% of the grains in the sample area having equivalent
circle diameters smaller than 5 µm. This is supported by the low mean grain size being
between 5.39 µm and 7.47 µm.

Table 7.2 The mean grain diameter, the values of the minimum and maximum grains and the
total count of grains in each sample
Sample

Mean diameter (µm)

Min diameter

Max diameter

(µm)

(µm)

Grain count

CR06

5.39

2.53

688.21

23937

CR10

6.13

2.53

341.29

23613

CR24

7.62

2.53

186.36

7441
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7.5.2 Fractal values of Samples CR06, CR10 and CR24
The three samples analysed show evidence of a linear relationship between the log number of
grains and log grain size (Figure 7.8). All samples have limitations at either end of their grain
scales as a result of under sampling and the area not being large enough to encapsulate a
proportionate amount of larger grains. Within the unaffected size range the samples have D
values ranging between 2.32 and 3.27.
CR06 maintains a linear trend in its grain size distribution across the entire size range, while
CR10 and CR24 exhibit inflection points representing a distinct change in the gradient of the
fractal distribution. CR10 and CR24 exhibit these discrete changes in their gradients when the
grain size is decreased to 11 µm and 28 µm, respectively. CR06 has only one D value of 2.97.
CR10 has a lower value of 2.61 and an upper value of 3.17 and CR24 has a lower value of
2.32 and an upper value of 3.27. Both CR06 and CR10 appear to have similar characteristics
in their grain size distribution with a steeper gradient towards the smaller grain sizes
compared to CR24.
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Figure 7.8 Particle Size distributions of samples CR06, CR10 and CR24. The graph shows the
number of clasts, N, larger than diameter, Deq. The gradient of the trend line represents the
2D fractal dimension. a = lower 2D value, b = upper 2D value.
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Chapter 8: Particle shape
analysis of samples CR06,
CR10 and CR24 from the
Cascade Rock Avalanche
8.1 Shape factors of CR06
8.1.1 Circularity of grains in CR06
The mean circulatory of grains within sample CR06 is 0.56. The spread of circularity values
in sample CR06 is 0.96, defined by a minimum value of 0.02 and a maximum value of 0.98.
As the size of the grains decrease in CR06 the circularity of the grains increase as shown by

Figure 8.1 Distribution of the circularity values of grains in CR06.
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Figure 8.1, with the smaller grains within the sample having the highest values. There is an
apparent rapid transition to grains of high circularity when there is a reduction of grain size to
~ 38 µm. The histogram (Figure 8.2) of the circularity of the grains is negatively skewed with
a peak value of 0.7. A large proportion of grains, ~ 69% have values between 0.5 µm and 0.8.
This shows that CR06 is dominated by grains with high circularity values.

Figure 8.2 Frequency of circularity values of grains in CR06.

8.1.2 Aspect ratio of grains in CR06
The grains within CR06 have a mean aspect ratio of 2.23, a max of 11.92 and a min of 1.01.
Figure 8.3 shows that as grains decrease in size a greater proportion of grains have larger
aspect ratios. When the grains are reduced to sizes smaller than ~100 µm, the aspect ratio
increases in variation with values up to 11.92. The relationship between the decreasing grain
size and increased aspect ratios demonstrates that the reduction of grain size affects the length
of the major axis, relative to the minor axis.
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Figure 8.3 Distribution of the aspect ratio values of grains in CR06.

The histogram of the aspect ratio of grains within CR06 (Figure 8.4) is positively skewed
with a peak value of 1.75. The sample is dominated by grains with an aspect ratio between
1.5 and 2.5. This shows that grains less than 100 μm within CR06 frequently have their major
axis twice as long as their minor axis.

Figure 8.4 Frequency of aspect ratio (AR) values of grains in CR06.
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8.1.3 Solidity of grains in CR06
The grains contained within the region of interest CR06 have a mean solidity of 0.85, a range
of 0.62 with a maximum value of 1 and a minimum value of 0.38. CR06 displays an increase
in the variation in the solidity values of the grains as they decrease in size (Figure 8.5). The
relatively high mean would suggest an increased amount of grains with perimeters that are
regular, without prominent indentations.

Figure 8.5 Distribution of the solidity values of grains in CR06.

The histogram (Figure 8.6) of the solidity of the grains is negatively skewed with a single
peak value of 0.925. The distribution displayed by the histogram indicates values of solidity
of the grains within CR06 remain high, with decreasing grain size.
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Figure 8.6 Frequency of the solidity of grains in CR06.

8.2 Shape factors of CR10
8.2.1 Circularity of grains in CR10
Sample CR10 conveys a relationship between diminishing grain size and increasing
circularity (Figure 8.7). The mean circularity of grains is 0.52, with ~71% of grains having a
circularity of 0.5 or greater. The range of circularity values is 0.95, with a minimum value of
.027 and a maximum of 0.97. The grains of larger sizes display lower circularity values
which corresponds with a higher corresponding angular perimeter and increased asperities.
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Figure 8.7 Distribution of the circularity values of grains in CR10.

The histogram of the circularity of grains within CR10 demonstrates a symmetrical
distribution with a peak value of 0.6 (Figure 8.8). Approximately 50% of the grains are
contained between circularity values of 0.4 and 0.8. Showing a greater proportion of less
circular grains than in CR06.

Figure 8.8 Frequency of circularity values of grains in CR10.
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8.2.2 Aspect ratio of grains in CR10
The grains contained within CR10 have a mean aspect ratio of 2.95, a range of 32.7 with a
minimum of 1.01 and a maximum of 33.7. As the grain size decreases the number of grains
with larger aspect ratio values increases (Figure 8.9). This shows that a reduction in grain size
increases the number of grains becoming elongated. However, these grains don’t become the
dominant type in CR10.

Figure 8.9 Distribution of the aspect ratio values of grains in CR10.

The histogram of the aspect ratio of grains within CR10 is positively skewed and has a peak
value of 1.75, with 65% of grains having aspect ratios smaller than 3 (Figure 8.10). This
shows that the grains within the region of interest have a major axis double the length of their
minor axis.
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Figure 8.10 Frequency of aspect ratio (AR) values of grains in CR10.

8.2.3 Solidity of grains in CR10
The grains within CR10 have a mean solidity of 0.85 with a range of 0.64 containing a
minimum value of 0.36 and a maximum value of 1. The grains larger than 100 µm have a
range of 3.5, as the grain size decreases the amount of variability increases.

Figure 8.11 Distribution of the solidity values of grains in CR10.
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This increased variability shows that a reduction in the grain size results in a greater number
of grains having increased surface roughness and asperities.
The histogram of the grains within CR10 is negatively skewed with ~89% of the grains being
contained between the values of 0.75 and 0.95 (Figure 8.12). The peak value of the histogram
is 0.93. Grains contained within sample CR10 are shown to lack angular surface asperities as
there lacks a significant discrepancy between the perimeters of the best fit ellipse and the
convex hull.

Figure 8.12 Frequency of solidity values of grains contained in CR10.

8.3 Shape Factors of CR24
8.3.1 Circularity of grains in CR24
The grains within sample CR24 have a mean circularity of 0.40 and a range of 0.871 with
maximum and minimum values of 0.886 and 0.015 respectively. As the grains become
reduced in size, there is an increasing proportion of the grains with higher values of
circularity as shown by Figure 8.13. The increased variability of circularity values occurs at ~
30 µm. Grains larger than ~ 30 µm tend to have lower circularity values due to surface
roughness and a greater number of asperities.
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Figure 8.13 Distribution of the circularity values of grains in CR24.

The histogram of the circularity of the grains contained within sample CR24 is weakly
positively skewed (Figure 8.14). The grains have a peak circularity value of 0.4.

Figure 8.14 Frequency of circularity values of grains in CR24.
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8.3.2 Aspect ratio of grains in CR24
The grains in CR24 have a mean AR of 2.60, a range of 21.01 with maximum and minimum
values of 22.011 and 1.01 respectively. Figure 8.15 displays a trend of the presence of grains
with larger aspect ratio values becoming more frequent as the grain size decreases. However,
this only happens to a small proportion of the grains as the overall mean remains relatively
low at 2.60.

Figure 8.15 Distribution of the aspect ratio values of grains in CR24.

The histogram of the aspect ratio supports this, as the distribution is positively skewed with a
peak value of 1.75 showing that the area of interest is dominated by grains with a low aspect
ratio values (Figure 8.16).
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Figure 8.16 Frequency of aspect ratio (AR) values of grains in CR24.

8.3.3 Solidity of grains in CR24
The grains within CR24 have a mean solidity value of 0.78, a range of 0.64 with maximum
and minimum values of 0.95 and 0.31 respectively. Figure 8.17 displays a very weak
relationship of decreasing size and decreasing solidity values, implying that as the grains
decrease in size, they have an increased discrepancy between their convex hull perimeter and
their equivalent grain perimeter.

Figure 8.17 Distribution of the solidity values of grains contained within CR24.
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The histogram of the solidity values is skewed negatively with a peak value of 0.85 (Figure
8.18). This shows that the mean is largely defined by grains which do not have angular
surfaces, with only ~ 23% of grains with solidity values less than 0.75.

Figure 8.18 Frequency of the solidity values of grains in CR24.
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8.4 Summary of shape factors for CR06, CR10, CR24
The summary of the grain shape analysis is best shown by comparing the distributions as well
as the mean shape factor value for binned grain size (Figure 8.19 A, B, C, D). To display a
reliable average across the grain size scale, 5 bins of grain sizes (2.5 µm – 12.5 µm, 12.5 µm
– 22.5 µm, 22.5 µm – 32.5 µm, 32.5 µm – 42.5 µm and < 42.5 µm) were selected and the
mean shape value of each sample was plotted against their binned grain equivalent diameter
µm.

8.4.1 Circularity
The trend for circularity across all three samples is that the circularity value increases as the
grain size decreases (Figure 8.19 D). The distribution of the grains within each sample
exhibits variety. CR06 can be seen to have a rapid increase in its circularity as the grain size
decrease, with a smaller number of larger grains with high circularity values. However, the
distribution of CR10 and CR24 is such that there is a wider range of circularity values as the
grain size decreases, with larger grains having more scatter of circularity values. The peak
values of each samples histograms display variation as well, with a peak value of 0.7 for
CR06, 0.6 for CR10 and 0.4 for CR24.
When the mean is taken for the binned data all the samples can be seen to increasing
circularity with a decrease in grain size. CR24’s smallest grains are of lower circularity
values compared to CR10 and CR06 (Figure 8.19 D). All three samples have a small amount
of variation amongst the larger bin sizes until reaching an equivalent diameter between 12.5
μm – 22.5 μm. CR06 and CR10 display a rapid increase in circularity for the smallest grain
size bin. These two samples have a mean circularity greater than 0.5 within the size range of
2.5 μm – 12.5 μm, CR24 however has a value of ~ 0.4 (Figure 8.19 D).
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8.4.2 Aspect ratio
The three samples of CR06, CR10 and CR24 have varying trends in AR values with a
decrease in grain size (Figure 8.19 A, B, C). CR10 and CR24 have the highest AR ratios and
the largest spread compared to CR06 which has doesn’t contain any values higher than 15.
With CR10 containing very small grains with high AR unlike CR24 and CR06.
The CR06 data set has the lowest mean AR values out of the three samples when comparing
the mean of the binned data (Figure 8.19 D). CR10 contains the highest AR values, however
unlike CR06 and CR24 has a significant decrease in AR values for the smallest category of
grain size (Figure 8.19 D).

8.4.3 Solidity
The mean solidity values across the grain size ranges for the three different samples remains
between 0.68 and 0.85 (Figure 8.19 D). However, the distributions of the grains show variety
across the three samples. CR10 and CR24 have a very similar distribution, with an increasing
in the range of solidity values with a decrease in grain size, with CR24 having a long tail of
high solidity values for larger sized grains. CR06 doesn’t exhibit the same amount of
variation of solidity values within its distribution as CR10 and CR24 (Figure 8.19 A)
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Figure 8.19 Shape information pertaining to samples with representative BSE image. (A) CR06, (B) CR10 (C) CR24. (D)

Averages of shape factor values for the size ranges of 2.5 µm -12.5 µm, 12.5 µm -22.5 µm, 22.5 µm -32.5 µm and 42.5 µm +
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Chapter 9: Discussion
9.1 Morphological and structural features of the Cascade Rock
Avalanche deposit
Within the CRA, both vertical and horizontal variations in the structure of the deposit can be
observed, including the formation of a blocky carapace and fragmented body material. The
resultant deposit is representative of the original bedrock lithologies in the source area, and
there is no substantial mixing of the primary units. This indicates that during transportation
much of the strain was concentrated within shear bands and along the unexposed basal
detachment shear zone. Horizontal variations can be observed in the surface morphology
through the formation of hummocks and ridges. These features are representative of velocity
changes and the underlying topographical changes that the deposit encountered during its
runout. Vertically, the material has been weakly segregated, which is most prominent in the
Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group. This lithological unit formed typical rock avalanche facies,
notably in the formation of a blocky upper carapace and underlying body material. The
carapace is defined by large, ~1 m rodingite boulders showing that stratigraphically, strain
was relatively low in this region during transportation.
Within the body material intensive deformation has occurred. Blocky layers of rodingite
material are preserved in the upper ~6 m of the rock avalanche, but often boulders retain their
original shape suggesting that strain was relatively low in the upper portions of the body
material during transportation. Lozenges of serpentinite present in the lower carapace and
upper body material are intensely fragmented in to a ‘jigsaw’ pattern, suggesting there was an
increase in the amount of strain below the carapace resulting in the ‘pulverized’ appearance.
Localized shear bands appear in the body material at ~6 m depth. These bands crosscut the
fragmented body material. Within the shear bands is fine-grained gouge like that observed in
tectonic faults. The shear bands do not increase in frequency with stratigraphic depth but are
present throughout the entire portion of the body material of the CRA observed in this study.
This suggests that stresses with the CRA during transportation were not uniformly
distributed, and that discrete regions within the body material would accommodate shear
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stresses, allowing the dissipation of energy throughout the body material rather than being
strictly confined to the basal plane of the rock avalanche. Orientation information collected
from the shear bands in both the Greenland Group and the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group
exhibit different relationships, with the Greenland Group exhibiting nearly vertical regions of
shear. The Dun Mountain Group’s regions of shear appear to be randomly orientated. This
suggests that the formation of shear bands is dependent on the source material as well as the
deformation forces experienced during transportation.
These observations from the CRA support those in previous studies on rock avalanches.
These include the presence of shear bands (Weidinger et al., 2014), formation of a bulk rock
avalanche stratigraphy (Strom, 1994), prominent longitudinal and transverse ridges (Dufresne
and Davies, 2009; Wang et al., 2019), the preservation of original host rock features (Wang et
al., 2019), jigsaw cracked clasts (Weidinger et al., 2014) and overall conservation of the host
rock sequence without substantial mixing (Charrière et al., 2016). Based on microstructural
analysis presented in Chapter 6, brittle fragmentation processes (i.e. fracturing, cataclasis,
resulting grain size reduction) were the dominant deformation style within the body material
during transportation of the CRA.
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9.2 Grain size distributions of CR06, CR10 and CR24 from the
Cascade Rock Avalanche
Grain size data were collected from specific regions of three samples, from material
representative of both shear bands (CR06, CR10) and body material (CR24) of the CRA. This
provided insights into the mean, range, and distribution of the grain sizes. All three samples
show variation of their grain size distributions (Figure 7.7 and 7.8). Sample CR06 has the
lowest mean equivalent circle diameter of 5.39 µm, followed by CR10 with 6.13 µm, and
then CR24 of 7.62 µm (Table 7.2). All three samples consistently display a negatively
skewed histogram, with 50% of the grains in the sample area having equivalent circle
diameters smaller than 5 µm (Figure 7.7). CR06 and CR10 contain the smallest mean grain
sizes of 5.39 μm and 6.13 μm respectively, which is interpreted to result from their location
within shear bands cutting through the body material of the CRA deposit (Table 7.2). CR24
has a larger mean grain size of 7.62 μm and was collected from the body material, which is
likely to have experienced a lower overall level of deformation than the shear bands.
Additionally, the differing mineralogy may also be critical to the grain size distributions.
Both CR06 and CR10 are dominated by tremolite, which preferentially fractures into
micrometre sized particles (e.g. Figure 10). In contrast CR24 is dominated by diopside, and a
platy matrix of phlogopite.

9.3 Comparison to grain size distributions in other rock avalanches
Grain size distribution analysis has been undertaken on various other rock avalanche
deposits; however, these studies typically use a method of sieving or laser particle analysis
(Weidinger et al., 2014). The sieving of sediments can lead to further comminution of the
material and the preparation required for laser analysis also promotes comminution.
However, these methods allow a greater range of grain sizes to be encapsulated than in this
study. This study analysed grains in thin section using BSE images acquired through SEM.
This method allowed the non-destructive analysis of grain size distributions of samples
collected from the CRA deposit.
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The samples obtained from the CRA deposit have their grain size distributions dominated by
grains smaller than 5 μm. The large proportion of very fine grained material is noted in other
rock avalanche deposits (Crosta et al., 2007; Dufresne and Dunning, 2017). Davies et al.
(2020) highlight the importance of identifying and measuring micrometre particles for the
grain size distributions of rock avalanches as these grains can account for >90% of the new
surface area created during transportation. Davies et al. (2019) also propose that fracture
surface energy is transformed into elastic body-wave energy contributing towards a longer
run out for rock avalanches. However, it is important to note that the material used in the
study was pyrex which has a homogenous structure with no cleavage, compared to the
heterogenous nature of the CRA material.
The high proportion of very fine grains contained within the samples from shear bands within
CRA deposit suggests that during transportation there was a very high amount of energy
dissipated throughout the bulk rock avalanche material. This allowed for the generation of a
large proportion of micrometre particles which may have contributed towards heightened
mobility of the material.

9.4 Fractal (D) values of the CRA samples, CR06, CR10 and CR24
Also established were the two-dimensional (D2) and three-dimensional fractal (D3)
dimensions of the CRA samples. The D3 value is the three-dimensional value of D2 and
represents the fractal dimension (D). A fractal grain size distribution (equivalent diameter) is
scale invariant and self-similar. This size ranges from the largest particles present in thin
section (688.21 μm) to the smallest detectable particle (2.53 μm). The D value was
investigated in this study to allow comparison to other rock avalanches and to interpret the
comminution processes operating during transportation of the CRA material. The data from
CR06 defined a straight line with a D value of 2.97 on a log-log graph of grain size and
cumulative number, while CR10 and CR24 were best described by two straight lines at finer
and coarser grain sizes, defining two different D values for each of these samples.
The samples have D values ranging between 2.35 and 2.97. Both CR10 (D of 2.61 at < ~11
μm; D of 3.17 > ~11 μm) and CR24 (D of 2.32 at < ~28 μm; D of 3.27 > ~28 um) exhibit
discrete changes in their fractal dimensions when the grain size decreased below,
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respectively, 11 µm and 28 µm. This may be representative of the variable grain-scale
processes controlling grain size reduction at larger and coarser grain sizes. The three samples
consistently have increased scatter towards the maximum grain sizes indicating that the
dataset is not complete for larger grains. This is because only grains in thin section were
measured, so larger grains are under-represented. At the other end of the grain size spectrum
the gradient of the graph does taper off suggesting that the datasets are biased towards the
lack of detection of grains with a smaller equivalent diameters than 2.53 µm. This is an
artificial characteristic as this was a manually selected cut off.
The values of D for the samples obtained from the shear bands (CR06 and CR10) both have
higher D values than the general body material (CR24). They also have differing mineralogy,
with the shear bands dominated by tremolite and the body material dominated by diopside,
tremolite and phlogopite. This suggests that there is likely a mineralogical control and
structural control on the fractal dimensions produced.
Both CR10 and CR24 are best described by two linear trends either side of an inflection point
at ~11 μm and ~28 μm, respectively. The D values to describe the smaller grain size range
are lower than the larger grain size range in both samples.
For CR24 the platy phlogopite mineralogy of the matrix was removed as it was not suitable
for image analysis as ImageJ could not reliably differentiate grains. This would have reduced
the amount of finer material within the sample available for detection. Despite this, the D
values show that the material within CR24 is not as texturally mature as samples CR10 and
CR06.
CR10 and CR06 were both obtained from shear bands within the CRA deposit. The two
samples have varying grain distributions, with CR06 containing a lower number of larger
particles and a very high proportion of fine material. The D value of CR10 (2.61) for the
smaller grain size range is less than that for CR06 (2.99). This indicates that CR06 is
texturally more mature. Both samples are dominated by tremolite, which is observed to
fracture into elongated beam-like grains along cleavage planes. It is likely that this type of
mineralogy allowed for the formation of such a high proportion of fine grain material by easy
fracturing along the cleavage planes.
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9.5 Fractal (D) values compared to other rock avalanche events
The D value derived from the shear bands and body material allows comparison to prior
studies focussing on the fractal dimensions of large rock avalanches. Table 9.1 shows the
range of values of D, which have been established in previous events. The D values derived
in this study are relatively high compared to previous studies. This could be due to the
smaller range of grain sizes used. To establish a robust fractal dimension, the fractal
relationship should ideally range over three orders of magnitude, whereas the fractal
relationships obtained from the samples in this study range over a maximum of two orders of
magnitude. However, the relatively high D values may also represent the tremolite and
serpentinite dominated lithologies analysed here, which have not previously been analysed in
catastrophic rock avalanches. The high D values suggest a higher degree of fracturing of
grains may be reached within rock avalanches that are sourced from serpentinite and
metasomatic bedrock.

Table 9.1 Values of fractal dimensions (D) from rock avalanche deposits in the literature
Location

Lithology

Deposit volume
(109m3)

Grain Size Data

Fractal Dimension (D)

Val Pola

gabbro, diorite

0.035

(Crosta et al., 2007)

Carapace = 2.08 body = 2.17

Dzongri, Ratong
Chu, India

leucogranite, gneiss

2.5

(Weidinger et al.,
2014)

microbreccia = 2.90

Hetzau, Almtal,
Austria

limestone, dolomite

>2

(Weidinger et al.,
2014)

microbreccia = 2.00

Khalsar, Shyok,
India

granite

0.2(?)

(Weidinger et al.,
2014)

basal = 2.56, 2.34 body =
2.68, 2.48, 2.58

Tsergo Ri,
Langthang,
Nepal

migmatite, gneiss,
leucogranite

10

(Weidinger et al.,
2014)

microbreccia = 2.77 shear =
2.36, 2.55

Tschirgant,
Austria + Films
Switzerland

limestone

0.2 and 9 - 12

(Dufresne and
Dunning, 2017)

(FD mean of both events)
body = ~ 2.58 shear band =
2.58 - 2.7

South Westland,
New Zealand

Ultramafic
peridotites,
serpentinites,
metasomatic
lithologies

0.75

This study

body = 2.32- 3.27, shear =
2.61 - 3.17
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The sample areas used in this analysis significantly under sample larger grains as no grains
larger than the thin section were analysed. However, they do establish fractal relationships
down to 2.50 μm in size without destructive methods of sample preparation or methods that
promote further comminution. This shows that resultant D values obtained from samples
within the CRA deposit from the body and shear lithologies are comparable to those reported
in the literature. They are the also the first fractal measurements to be made in a serpentinite
and metasomatic sourced rock avalanche.
Nomenclature of the lithologies being sampled should be standardised within the literature to
allow a better comparison between deposits. An entire rock avalanche deposit cannot be
represented by one D value, as observations of deposits show that there are multiple styles of
internal deformation occurring during transportation (Dufresne et al., 2016a; Dufresne and
Dunning, 2017; Wang et al., 2019). The style of deformation the material is subject to will
then affect the resultant D value of the material.

9.6 Fractal dimension values compared to tectonic cataclasite material
The reported D values from the CRA shear bands overlap with those reported in the PSD
analysis of tectonic fault breccias and gouge. Billi and Storti (2004) established the fractal
relationships of 31 samples from the Mattinata Fault, a carbonate-bearing strike slip fault in
the Southern Apennines of Italy. The D values of these samples range between ~2.09 and
~2.93. The D values of the CRA plot within and close to these and other rock avalanche
values. This suggests that similar deformation mechanisms were operating during
transportation of the CRA material.

9.7 Comminution processes
The D values derived from the samples within this study ranged between 2.35 and 3.27.
These values range both above and below the theoretical values for fragmentation expressed
by a fractal relationship. These values are for the constrained comminution model of 2.58
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(Sammis et al., 1987) and between the range of the plane of fragility, 1.97 (Turcotte, 1986)
and the pillar of strength model 2.84 (Allègre et al., 1982).
The variability of the D values suggests that there were possibly multiple comminution
processes acting on the material during transportation. In the initial stages of the
transportation of the CRA material, the plane of fragility mechanism was likely dominant
where rock failure occurs when adjacent fragile domains are arranged (Turcotte, 1986). As
transportation of the material progressed, constrained comminution may have become the
dominant comminution process, with the samples establishing D values close to 2.58 (CR06
D = 2.99, CR10 lower D value of 2.61, CR24 lower D value of 2.32). Constrained
comminution is evidenced by the microstructural characteristics of the three samples as no
two particles of the same size are in contact with one another (Figures 6.4, 6.7 and 6.11).
Further grain size reduction has then taken place through the abrasion and crushing of grains,
as evidenced by the microstructural characteristics of samples CR06 and CR10 (Figures 6.4
and 6.9). These processes produce a disproportionate amount of finer grained material,
establishing a higher fractal dimension as the production of very fine material has occurred to
a greater extent. The inflection point of CR06’s GSD at ~ 50 µm (Figure 7.2) indicates that
there was a change in the comminution process during grain size reduction of the material.
This inflection point represents an increase in the number of finer grains. This likely then
could represent a change in the grain size reduction process from the fracturing of grains to
the abrasion of grains resulting in a larger number of fine grains being produced (< 50 µm)
(Mair and Abe, 2011).
The microstructural and grain size analyses carried out in this study indicate that the
stratigraphic location of the material within the CRA may have influenced the grain
fracturing processes during transportation. This is evidenced by microscale particles observed
under SEM and higher D values of the samples acquired from shear bands than bulk material.
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9.8 Shape factor distributions
9.8.1 Circularity of grains within samples CR06, CR10 and CR24
The three samples from the CRA all show a general trend of increasing circularity with
decreasing grain size. Microstructural observations provide evidence of chipping, abrasion
and fracturing of angular edges in all three samples (Figures 6.4, 6.7 and 6.11). A similar
relationship was observed by Bjørk et al. (2009) from tectonic gouge samples which display a
negative relationship between the circularity and the size of grains. This relationship was
attributed to grain abrasion and crushing. These processes act to reduce the number of
asperities a grain will have. This process will also generate high fractal dimensions as seen in
this study as a result of the generation of a large proportion of very fine material.
The relationship between decreasing grain size and increased circularity, as well as the
change in grain size reduction from fracturing to chipping and abrasion, is evidence of the
grinding limit being reached. Evidence of material having reached its grinding limit was
observed by Perinotto et al. (2015) in volcanic rock avalanches on La Reunion Island (Indian
Ocean). This was interpreted to represent a change in deformation mechanism from dynamic
disintegration to frictional abrasion. The process of dynamic disintegration allows for the
release of elastic energy while particles generated from frictional abrasion reduces the
internal friction. These two processes occurring together would then contribute towards the
hyper-mobility displayed by rock avalanches
CR06 has the greatest proportion of circular particles, followed by CR10 and then CR24.
Both CR06 and CR10 were samples obtained from shear bands. This shows that material
within shear bands is texturally more mature compared to the body material of the deposit.
This observation has also been noted in the literature of other rock avalanche deposits where
there are stratigraphic regions of finer grained material (Weidinger et al., 2014; Dufresne et
al., 2016a).

9.8.2 Aspect ratio of grains within samples CR06, CR10 and CR24
The three samples from the CRA contain a large proportion of grains with AR values
between 1.25 and 5. Both CR06 and CR24 are highly dominated (>90% of measured grains)
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by grains with AR < 3.5 and < 4.5 respectively. CR10 has a higher proportion of grains with
larger AR values, with 90% of measured grains having values less than ~5.25.
CR06, CR10 and CR24 all show a slight increase in mean AR values with binned grain size.
However, both CR06 and CR10 exhibit a decrease in the mean AR for grains between 2.5 μm
and 12.5 μm verses CR24 which exhibits a slight increase in the mean AR. This trend in
CR06 and CR10 could be as a result of their location within shear bands during transportation
which would have meant they experienced different stresses than the body material like that
of CR24.
All three samples also exhibit a relationship between decreasing grain size and an increase in
the proportion of grains with higher AR values. CR06 has the tightest range of AR values,
followed by CR10 and then CR24. Both CR10 and CR24 contain multiple grains with AR
values over 20. This could be controlled by the mineralogy, as the tremolite grains in these
samples, as observed under SEM, preferentially fracture into long needle-like grains which
would have a larger AR value.
Tectonic gouge shape analysis by Heilbronner and Keulen (2006) found that cracked gouge
was more angular and had larger aspect ratios compared to more mature gouge which had
accommodated larger displacements. This relationship is expressed by the CRA shear band
samples (CR24, CR10) which initially exhibit an increase in AR ratios with grain size
reduction but then a decrease for the finest material present. However, the body material of
the deposit (CR24) expresses lower mean AR values across its grain size range. It then has an
increase in the AR values for the finest material. This could be attributed to the matrix of
CR24 not being as mature as the matrix of the material in the shear bands and contrasting
mineralogy.

9.8.3 Solidity of samples CR06, CR10 and CR24
CR06 is the only sample which shows a slight increase in the solidity of its particles with a
decrease in grain size. Neither CR10 nor CR24 vary significantly with a decrease in grain
size. All three samples have a general increase in the variation of solidity values as the
particles decrease in size. The particles within CR24 of larger size are initially relatively high
in their solidity values, before ranging between 0.3 and 0.9 in their solidity values. CR10
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follows a similar distribution. However, this sample contains a smaller proportion of large
grains with high solidity values. CR06 contains the most constrained distribution of grains,
with a small number of large grains varying between 0.6 and 0.9 with the smallest grains
containing greater variation. The distribution of solidity values across the three samples
shows that the body material of CR24 contains the greatest range of particles with
indentations and irregularities. The material contained with the shear bands of CR06 and
CR10 display the most confined distribution of solidity values. This indicates that the
particles within these samples are of greater textural maturity than CR24.

9.9 Heightened mobility mechanisms
The CRA rock avalanche deposit allows insight into what would have been a catastrophic
failure of bedrock before transitioning into a hyper-mobile mass of material that travelled for
~ 4 km. There are several hypotheses that surround this relationship between increased
volume and increased runout (see Section 2.4).
The CRA likely crossed the Cascade River during transportation and interacted with alluvial
material; however, evidence of this occurring was not observed. The grain size distributions
of the material establish that deformation of the material was intensive with very small,
nanometres-sized grains observable under SEM (Figure 6.9). Field observations indicated
that shear bands of material formed, where zones of very fine grained material was present.
Fluidized material was also observed, although it is likely that this material was not entrained
as the mineralogy was identified to be that of the source material.
Mechanisms to explain a decrease in friction occurring within the basal portion of rock
avalanches during transportation such as frictional melt (Weidinger et al., 2014) or the
evaporation of water (Wang et al., 2018b) were not observed due to a lack of exposure
relating to this portion of the deposit.
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9.10 Conclusions
The CRA rock avalanche is characterised by three different lithological units: the Greenland
Group, the Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group, and the Brook Street Volcanic Groups. Field
work, microstructural observations, and image analysis reveal information about the
mechanisms of emplacement, dominant fracturing processes, and differences in the structural
settings within the deposit during transportation. In this study, fieldwork was undertaken and
three samples were obtained from the deposit within the Dun Mountain lithologies for
analysis of grain size and shape. Two samples were obtained from shear bands cutting
through the body material of the CRA deposit, and one sample was obtained from the
fragmented body material.
Fieldwork established that during transportation the three different lithological groups were
exposed to different deformation forces as a result of the varying degrees of deformation and
structures present in outcrops (Figure 9.1A). The Dun Mountain Ultramafic Group that makes
up much of the deposit is the only unit with a well-defined rocky carapace and fragmented
body material. Stratigraphically, deformation intensifies with depth (Figure 9.1A). The
carapace is defined by large meter-scale blocks of rodingite and serpentinite (Figure 9.1A).
The body material is pervasively fractured to cobble and gravel sized clasts (Figure 9.1A).
Strain is concentrated within discrete regions forming shallowly dipping shear bands (Figure
9.1B) with gouge-like material present. The shear band orientations indicate that they are
broadly parallel to the quasi-bedding that forms stratigraphically higher in the deposit.
Image analysis of material contained within the shear bands (samples CR06, CR10) shows
that they probably deformed in a different way compared to the body material (sample CR24)
(Figure 9.1C). The grain size distribution of these samples shows that the shear bands contain
a greater proportion of finer material and display large changes in their smallest grain size
range for increased circularity and decreased aspect ratio. The body material shows different
relationships to the shear bands, with a smaller proportion of fine-grained and rounded grains,
an increase in the mean aspect ratio for the smallest grain size range, and a decrease in the
mean solidity. Fractal dimension values (D) allow a description of the grain size distributions
to compare to other rock avalanches and to investigate comminution processes. CR06 was
described by one D value while the other two samples had discrete changes in the D values at
certain grain sizes. The D values derived from the samples are comparable to those from
other rock avalanches. Overall, the grain size and shape analyses indicate that the material
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from within the shear bands is texturally more mature than the body material. The range of D
values indicate a high degree of fragmentation occurred within the Dun Mountain Ultramafic
Group of the CRA deposit and that more than one fragmentation processes was operating
during transportation.
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Figure 9.1 A) Conceptual vertical stratigraphic of the facies present within the CRA, Ol
=Organic layer, Cp = carapace, Js = Jigsaw fractured boulders, Qb = quasi bedding, S=
Survivor clasts, Sb = Shear band, Lm = Liquified material, Fc = Fractured clast, B)
Orientations of the quasi bedding and the shear bands present in the CRA deposit, C)
Conceptual figure of the fracturing of grains within the body material compared to shear
bands.
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